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RUELLE-POLLICOTT RESONANCES FOR MANIFOLDS WITH HYPERBOLIC CUSPS.
YANNICK GUEDES BONTHONNEAU AND TOBIAS WEICH
ABSTRACT. We present new methods to construct a Ruelle-Pollicott spectrum for the geodesic flow on
manifolds with strictly negative curvature and a finite number of hyperbolic cusps.
The spectrum of Ruelle-Pollicott resonances is a notion that was developped in the 1980’s [Pol85,
Rue86, Rue87] to associate Axiom A flows [Sma67] with a discrete set of complex numbers that describe
its mixing properties. Let us recall their definition: If 휑푡 is a flow on some manifold푀 , 푑휇 an invariantmeasure and 퐴,퐵 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (푀) two observables, then we can define the correlation function
휌퐴,퐵(푡) ∶= ∫푀
(
퐴◦휑푡
)
⋅ 퐵푑휇
as well as its Laplace transform 휌̂퐴,퐵(푠) which is holomorphic for Re(푠) > 0. Pollicott [Pol85] and Ruelle[Rue87] proved that for Axiom A flows, this Laplace transform 휌̂퐴,퐵 extends meromorphically to a smallstrip Re(푠) > −휀 for a certain class of measures. Its poles are called Ruelle-Pollicott resonances of 휑푡with respect to 휇. In the subsequent decade, several works [Hay90, Fri95, Rug96, Kit99] were dedicated
to obtaining sharp bounds on the maximal strip on which the continuation is possible in terms of the
regularity of the flow. More recently it has been understood that these resonances can be seen as the
discrete spectrum in the usual sense of the generator of the flow on some carefully chosen Banach spaces.
They appear as the poles of the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent kernel. See [Liv04, BL07,
FS11, GLP13, DZ16, DG16], and also [BKL02, GL06, BT07, BT08, FRS08, Bal16] for the related case
of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. A wide generality of dynamical systems is considered in these articles,
however all these results have in common that they assume the system has a compact trapped set:
퐾(휑푡) ∶= {푥 ∈푀 | lim inf푡→±∞ 푑(푥, 휑푡(푥)) < +∞}.
Since this is where the “non trivial” part of the dynamics happen, one can crucially use Fredholm theory.
In this paper, we explain how Ruelle-Pollicott resonances can be defined for a large class of geodesic
flows with non-compact trapped sets. We are convinced that the methods developed in this article will
also apply to more general settings and that they will lead to subsequent results such as meromorphic
continuation of zeta functions, and decay of correlations results. However, the new arguments that we
introduce to handle the noncompact trapped set are already a bit more involved than the usual ones. We
have thus chosen to restrain ourselves to the following setting, where they can be cleanly developed:
The class of dynamical systems we are considering are geodesic flows on manifolds with cusps. We
assume that (푁, 푔) is a complete smooth (푑+1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold, that decomposes into
a compact core with stricly negative variable sectional curvature, and a finite union of hyperbolic cusps
with constant negative curvature, that are attached to this core (see Definition 1.1 for more precision).
We consider the geodesic flow 휑푡 acting on the cosphere bundle푀 = 푆∗푁 and denote its vectorfield by
푋. When endowed with the Sasaki metric,푀 is a (2d+1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold. From the
inclusion푀 ⊂ 푇 ∗푁 ,푀 inherits the Liouville measure 휇퐿 which is preserved by the geodesic flow, andgives finite volume to푀 . As푁 has strictly negative curvature, the geodesic flow is uniformly hyperbolic
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and due to the particular structure of the cusps, its trapped set (in forward and backward times) has full
measure in푀 .
As 푋 is an antisymmetric unbounded operator on 퐿2(푀) ∶= 퐿2(푀,휇퐿), we deduce that its resolvent
ℛ(푠) ∶= (푋 − 푠)−1 ∶ 퐿2(푀)→ 퐿2(푀) is a holomorphic family of bounded operators for Re(푠) > 0. We
prove:
Theorem 1. The resolvent has a meromorphic continuation as a family of continuous operatorsℛ(푠) ∶
퐶∞푐 (푀) → ′(푀) from Re(푠) > 0 to the whole complex plane and for any pole of this meromorphic
continuation, the residue is a finite rank operator. The poles ofℛ(푠) are calledRuelle-Pollicott resonances
of the geodesic flow (with respect to the Liouville measure).
Note that for 퐴,퐵 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (푀) and 휌퐴,퐵 the correlation function with respect to 휇퐿, it is easy to checkthat for Re(푠)≫ 0
휌̂퐴,퐵(푠) = ⟨ℛ(푠)퐴,퐵⟩′,퐶∞푐 .
thus the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent gives the continuation of 휌̂퐴,퐵 to the whole complexplane.
To the best of our knowledge such a global definition of Ruelle-Pollicott resonances of the geodesic
flow on cusp manifolds was so far not known, even in the case of constant negative curvature manifolds.
However, there are some related results, that we would like to mention:
In order to study eigenvalues of the Laplacian on moduli spaces Avila and Gouëzel [AG13] develop
a functional analytic framework for the Teichmüller flows which are also a class of dynamical systems
with noncompact finite volume trapped set. They obtain a meromorphic continuation of the resolvent to
a neighbourhood of zero (cf. [AG13, Prop 3.3]). It would probably be possible to adapt their method to
geodesic flows on cusp manifolds in order to obtain a continuation to a small strip along the imaginary
axis (instead of ℂ in our case). However their functional analytic tools are quite different from ours.
Another series of related results have been obtained for the special case of surfaces of constant negative
curvature with cusps. It has been shown in a series of articles, byMayer, Morita and Pohl [May91, Mor97,
Poh15, Poh16] that one can associate the geodesic flow with one dimensional expanding maps, using a
carefully chosen discretization. Out of this discretization one can build transfer operators with discrete
spectrum and these spectra have interesting relations to number theory and the theory ofMaass cusp forms
[LZ01, MP13, BLZ15]. One should be able to recover these spectra as a subset1 of the resonances defined
from Theorem 1. It will be subject to further research to establish this connection precisely.
As Ruelle-Pollicott resonances are an important tool to study decay of correlations, let us shortly men-
tion that the question of mixing is not yet satisfactorily answered on our class of cusp manifolds: For
constant curvature manifolds with cusps, exponential decay of correlations for the Liouville measure was
proved in [Moo87], while for variable curvature only its mixing property is known [DP98]. Two other
recent results on the mixing of Weil-Petersson geodesic flows on manifolds with cusp-like singularities2
have been obtained in [BMMW17a, BMMW17b]. We hope that the analytic tools that we deveolp in this
article will prove to be helpful in the future for studying mixing properties of geodesic flows on manifolds
with hyperbolic cusps.
1More precisely the connection should be to the so called first band of Ruelle-Pollicott resonances cf. [DFG15, GHW18a,
GHW18b]
2Note that their notion of cusp sigularities differs from ours: They consider singularities where the distance to the cusp is
bounded, but the curvature is divergent
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Let us shortly sketch the ingredients for proving the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent to the
whole complex plane (Theorem 1): As a first step we construct a family of anisotropic spaces 퐻퓇퐦 that
are adapted to the hyperbolic structure of the flow. These are Hilbert spaces of distributions on푀 , and
퐶∞푐 (푀) is dense in each 퐻퓇퐦. They are an adaptation of the spaces defined by Faure-Sjöstrand [FS11]and Dyatlov-Zworski [DZ16]. Using a mix of their techniques we obtain much in the same way a first
parametrix, which inverts푋 − 푠 up to a smoothing remainder. However, this parametrix is — contrary to
the compact case — not sufficient for a meromorphic resolvent. Therefore, it was necessary to introduce
another technique. We chose to use ideas from Melrose’s b-calculus to deal with the explicit form of
the generator 푋 in the cusp. From the very nature of these techniques, they work independently of the
dimension of푁 . A priori, it should also be possible to extend the results to the case of variable curvature
tending to −1 in the cusp, if that convergence were regular enough.
Let us present the structure of the paper: In Section 1 we introduce the precise settings in which we
are working and collect several properties of the geodesic flow on cusp manifolds, that will be crucial
in the sequel. To prove our theorem, we then build a first parametrix in Section 2.2 following the argu-
ments of [FS11, DZ16]. The geometric construction of the escape function is presented; however, the
technical microlocal lemmas are proved in Appendix A. Section 3 is devoted to introducing the necessary
techniques, adapted from b-calculus and we prove a meromorphic continuation of a certain class of trans-
lation invariant operators. These operators show up precisely when restricting the geodesic flow to the
zeroth Fourier mode in the cusp. In Section 4 this exact resolvent for the translation invariant operators is
used for the construction of a parametrix (up to compact remainder) of the geodesic flow vector field and
using analytic Fredholm theory we conclude on the meromorphic continuation. In Section 3 and 4 we
work in a more general setting under a list of assumptions. This should allow for an easy generalization
to more general settings (such as fibred cusps) in the future. In Section 5 we finally compute explicitly
the indicial roots for the b-operators associated to the geodesic flow on our class of cusp manifolds and
we check that all the necessary assumptions in Section 3 and 4 are fulfilled.
Note that in fact we prove more general and more precise versions of Theorem 1. For example we
continue the resolvent for a certain class of derivations on vector bundles (cf. Definition 1.4) including
the geodesic vector field with smooth potential, Lie derivatives on perpendicular 푘-forms and general
associated vector bundles over constant curvature manifolds (cf. Examples 1.5-1.7). Furthermore we
give a precise description of the wavefrontset of the resolvent. For a full statement we refer the reader to
Theorem 3 and 4.
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drigues, Gabriel Rivière and Viet Dang for helpful remarks and discussions. We acknowledge the hospi-
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1. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES
1.1. The geodesic flow on cusp manifolds. Let us give a precise definition of the manifolds on which
we are working.
Definition 1.1. A manifold 푁 will be called an admissible cusp manifold if the following assumptions
hold. First, (푁, 푔) is a (푑+1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold, connected and complete when endowed
with the corresponding Riemannian distance. Second, it decomposes as the union 푁0 ∪ 푍1 ∪⋯ ∪ 푍휅 .
푁0 is a compact manifold whose boundary 휕푁0 is a finite disjoint union of 푑-dimensional torii. At each
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퐾 < 0
푁0
퐾 = −1
퐾 = −1
푍2
푍1
FIGURE 1. Schematic sketch of a cusp manifold
component 퓁 = 1… 휅 of 휕푁0 is glued the hyperbolic cusp 푍퓁, which takes the form
(1.1) 푍퓁 = [푎,+∞[푦×
(
ℝ푑∕Λ퓁
)
휃 .
(Here, Λ퓁 is a lattice in ℝ푑 , and we can impose the normalization condition that it is unimodular). We
require that the metric 푔 has strictly negative curvature in the whole of 푁 , and additionally, we fix for
each 퓁 = 1… 휅
(1.2) 푔|푍퓁 = 푑푦
2 + 푑휃2
푦2
.
Then the sectional curvature is −1 in each cusp, and the volume of 푁 is finite. Since the sectional
curvature of푁 is pinched, we deduce that its geodesic flow 휑푡 is an Anosov flow on its cosphere bundle.More precisely we have:
Proposition 1.2. Let 푀 = 푆∗푁 be the cosphere bundle of an admissible cusp manifold. There is a
splitting
(1.3) 푇푀 = 퐸0 ⊕퐸푠 ⊕퐸푢
into 푑휑푡-invariant subbundles, which is Hölder continuous with uniform constants. Furthermore the angle
between any pair of the invariant bundles is bounded from below by a uniform constant. Finally there are
global constants 푐, 퐶, 훽, 퐵 > 0 such that
푐푒−퐵푡‖푣‖ ≤ ‖(푑휑푡)푣‖ ≤ 퐶푒−훽푡‖푣‖ for all 푣 ∈ 퐸푠, 푡 > 0
푐푒−퐵푡‖푣‖ ≤ ‖(푑휑−푡)푣‖ ≤ 퐶푒−훽푡‖푣‖ for all 푣 ∈ 퐸푢, 푡 > 0.
Proof. Let 푁̃ be the universal cover of푁 . It is a simply connected, complete Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature (−푘2푚푎푥 < 퐾 < −푘2푚푖푛 < 0), because the noncompact ends 푍푖 areendowed with a constant negative curvature metric. For the same reason all derivatives of the sectional
curvature are bounded. Thus Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 7.4 in [PPS15] apply to this situation and they
provide the splitting into invariant bundles over 푆∗푁̃ with the above properties. As the invariant bundles
are invariant under isometries, taking the quotient we obtain the desired result.  
For the proof of Theorem 1 it will be crucial to have a precise understanding of the geometry and the
dynamics on the noncompact ends of 푆∗푁 . We therefore start by introducing explicit coordinates on
푆∗푍퓁. In order to simplify the notation we will drop the indices 퓁 = 1… 휅 that number the cusps.
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Recall that a cusp is 푍 = [푎,∞[×ℝ푑∕Λ and since we have assumed that Λ is unimodular, we have
canonical coordinates 푦 ∈ [푎,∞[, 휃 ∈ ℝ푑∕Λ. In many cases it will be convenient to perform the change
of variables 푟 = log 푦 ∈ [log 푎,∞[ and the metric becomes
(1.4) 푔 = 푑푟2 + 푒−2푟푑휃2.
A single cusp has the local isometry pseudo-group given by ℝ × ℝ푑 which is realized by linear scaling
and translations in the 푦, 휃 variables
(1.5) 푇휏,휃0(푦, 휃) ∶= (푒휏푦, 푒휏휃 + 휃0),
or in 푟, 휃-variables
(1.6) 푇휏,휃0(푟, 휃) ∶= (푟 + 휏, 푒휏휃 + 휃0).
Using the 푦, 휃 variables we can write 휉 ∈ 푇 ∗푦,휃푍 as 휉 = 푌 푑푦 + 퐽푑휃 for 푌 ∈ ℝ and 퐽 ∈ ℝ푑 and theRiemannian norm of such a cotangent vector is given by
(1.7) |휉|푔 = 푦√푌 2 + |퐽 |2ℝ푑 .
Elements 휉 ∈ 푆∗푦,휃푍 of a cosphere fibre are thus in bijection with 휁 ∶= 푦(푌 , 퐽 ) ∈ 핊푑 ⊂ ℝ푑+1. In particular
the cosphere bundle over the cusp is trivializable 푆∗푍 ≅ 푍(푦,휃)×핊푑휁 . The usual metric on 푆∗푍, the Sasakimetric, is not a product metric. However, one can check that it is equivalent to the product metric 푔푍⊗푔핊푑where 푔핊푑 is the usual metric on the sphere. We will use the product metric in the sequel.For the study of the geodesic flow some more precise variables on the spheres are useful. We choose
a orthonormal base of coordinates 휃1,… , 휃푑 in ℝ푑 . We fix (푦푌 = 1, 퐽 = 0) ≃ 푦−1푑푦 to be zenith,and 푦−1푑휃1 the azimuthal reference. With these conventions, a point 휁 ∈ 푆∗푦,휃푍 is non-ambiguouslydetermined by its inclination 휑— the angle it makes with the zenith — and its azimuthal position, 푢 ∈
핊푑−1 which is determined by the choice of base in ℝ푑 . As a point in ℝ푑+1, 휁 = (cos휑, sin휑푢).
We obtain two distinctive points, the North pole ∈ 핊푑 with 휑 = 0 that corresponds to the cotangent
element 푦−1푑푦 = 푑푟 ∈ 푆∗푍 pointing into the direction of the cusp and the South pole  corresponding
to −푦−1푑푦 = −푑푟 pointing perpendicularly to the bottom of the cusp.
The geodesic flow is known to be the Hamiltonian flow with Hamiltonian
풽(푥, 휉) = 1
2
푔푥(휉, 휉) =
1
2
푦2(푌 2 + |퐽 |2ℝ푑 )
and a straigthforward calculation with the canonical symplectic structure on 푇 ∗푍 gives the associated
Hamiltonian vector field
푦2푌 휕푦 + 푦2퐽 ⋅ 휕휃 − 푦(푌 2 + 퐽 2)휕푌 .
Restricting this vector field to 푆∗푍 and using the spherical coordinates 휑, 푢 we obtain an explicit expres-
sion for the geodesic vector field
푋 = 푦 cos(휑)휕푦 + 푦 sin(휑)푢 ⋅ 휕휃 + sin(휑)휕휑
= cos(휑)휕푟 + 푒푟 sin(휑)푢 ⋅ 휕휃 + sin(휑)휕휑.
Note that 푢 ⋅ 휕휃 is understood after identifying 푢 ∈ 핊푑−1 ⊂ ℝ푑 ≅ 푇휃(ℝ푑∕Λ).The dynamics of the geodesic flow vectorfield is illustrated in Figure 2. Let us emphasize two important
properties of the geodesic flow dynamics on 푆∗푍:
(A) The Hamiltonian풽 is independent of the 휃 variable, which implies that the correspondingmomentum
variable 푢 is a constant of motion under the geodesic flow.
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

휁 ∈ 핊푑
푍
푦
푎
휃
0
FIGURE 2. This figure illustrates the dynamics of the geodesic flow on a cusp. The left
part shows the fundamental domain of a cusp (for 푑 = 1) in the 푦, 휃 variable. The black
solid line is the trace of a geodesic projected from 푆∗푍 to 푍. The arrows indicate the
direction of the flow and correspond to the cotangent vectors. On the right each of these
arrows is represented by its 휁 coordinate in 핊푑 , evidencing the transient dynamics from
to  .
(B) The dynamics of the variable 휁 ∈ 핊푑 ≅ 푆∗푦,휃푍 is decoupled from the dynamics on 푍. By property
(A) this dynamics is even rotationally invariant around the axis through and  and it is precisely
the gradient flow on the sphere 핊푑 with the obvious height function.
This has the following consequence for the dynamics of the geodesic flow on the cusp. Assume that
trajectories stopwhen reach the lower boundary 푦 = 푎. Then the onlywandering trajectories are thosewith
휁 = or 휁 =  . They correspond to the geodesics that leave or enter the cusp, parallel, to the 푦-axis. All
other trajectories only rise up to a finite height into the cusp and are thus “trapped”. However, by chosing
휁 arbitrary close to this heigth can be made arbitrary large and the trapped set is noncompact. Since the
non-compactness of the trapped set is the central problem in extending the techniques of [FS11, DZ16],
these regions around and  will become crucial in the analysis.
Finally let us add a third remark that is not directly related to the dynamics of the geodesic flow, but
rather to its action as a differential operator.
(C) As the geodesic vector field commutes with local isometries, it commutes in particular with the ℝ푑-
action by translation and thus preserves the Fourier modes in the 휃 variable. If 푘 is an element in the
dual lattice Λ∗ ⊂ ℝ푑 then, restricting the geodesic flow vector field to the Fourier modes 푒푖푘휃 yields
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a differential operator
(1.8) 푋푘 = cos(휑)휕푟 + sin(휑)휕휑 + 푖푒푟 sin(휑)푢 ⋅ 푘
When 푘 = 0, this is a vector field with coefficients that do not depend on 푟.
Remark 1.3. The structure of the flow restricted to the zeroth Fourier mode is essential to our proof.
Indeed, since it is translation invariant, we can use techniques adapted from Melrose’s b-calculus to find
an exact inverse for the model flow on a “full” cusp (cf. Section 3). The fact that in the other Fourier
modes the flow does not have such a nice structure is compensated by the fact that we have a compact
injection for functions in퐻1 whose zeroth Fourier mode vanishes in each cusp (cf. Lemma 4.9).
1.2. Admissible vector bundles. As mentioned in the introduction we want to prove the meromorphy
of the resolvent not only for the geodesic vector field acting on functions but also for a large class of
admissible vector bundles. In order to precisely define these admissible vector bundles let us first recall
how to write the noncompact ends 푆∗푍퓁 as locally homogeneous spaces:Given a cusp 푍퓁 = [푎퓁,∞[×ℝ푑∕Λ퓁 we will consider the associated full cusp to be the space 푍퓁,푓 =
(ℝ+)푦 × (ℝ푑∕Λ퓁)휃 with the metric 푔 defined in Equation (1.2) extended to 푍퓁,푓 in the obvious way. Let
픾 = 푆푂(푑 + 1, 1), then using the Iwasawa decomposition we can write 픾 = ℕ픸핂, where 픸 = (ℝ+, ⋅),
ℕ = (ℝ푑 ,+) are abelian groups and 핂 = 푆푂(푑 + 1) is the maximal compact subgroup in 픾. Then a full
cusp is simply the double quotient푍퓁,푓 = Λ퓁∖픾 ∕핂where we considerΛ퓁 ⊂ ℕ ≅ ℝ푑 . The unit cospherebundle can then be simply written as 푆∗푍퓁,푓 = Λ퓁∖픾 ∕필where필 = 푆푂(푑) (see e.g. [Hil05, GHW18a]for more details). Recall furthermore that the Bruhat decomposition on the Lie algebra
(1.9) 픤 = 픪⊕ 픞⊕ 픫+ ⊕ 픫−
is Ad필 invariant. Accordingly 픾 ∕필 is a reductive homogeneous space and for any unitary representa-
tion (휏, 푉 ) of 필 the associated vector bundle 픾×휏푉 is a homogeneous Hermitian vector bundle with acanonical compatible connection.
Now we can define admissible vector bundles:
Definition 1.4. Let 푁 = 푁0 ∪휅퓁=1 푍퓁 be an admissible cusp manifold in the sense of Definition 1.1 and
푀 = 푆∗푁 . Let 퐿 → 푀 be a hermitian bundle endowed with a compatible connection ∇. 퐿 is an
admissible vector bundle if for each cusp 푍퓁, 퓁 = 1,… , 휅 there is a unitary representation (휏퓁, 푉퓁) such
that 퐿|푍퓁 , coincides with the associated vector bundle
(1.10) 퐿퓁,휏퓁 = Λ퓁∖픾×휏퓁푉퓁.
(the Hermitian structure and connection of 퐿 are also assumed to coincide with those of the associated
bundle.)
Let  be a derivation on sections of 퐿 that lifts the geodesic flow vector field 푋. That is to say that it
satisfies the Leibnitz relation
(1.11) (푓푠) = (푋푓 )푠 + 푓푠 for 푓 ∈ 퐶∞(푀), 푠 ∈ 퐶∞(푀,퐿).
We say that  is an admissible lift of 푋 if for each cusp 푍퓁, there is 퐴퓁 ∈ End(푉퓁)필 such that when
restricted to 퐿|푍퓁 ,  acts as
(1.12) 퓁 ∶= ∇푋 + 퐴퓁.
Let us mention three important examples of admissible vector bundles and differential operators:
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Example 1.5. Let 푉 ∈ 퐶∞(푀) be so that in each cusp, 푉 is just a constant. Then푋+푉 is an admissible
operator on the trivial bundle.
Example 1.6. Let Γ ⊂ 픾 be a non uniform torsion free lattice. Then Γ∖픾 ∕핂 is a non-compact manifold
of constant curvature whose ends are cusps in the sense we have defined; it is thus an admissible cusp
manifold. There is a finite number of ends. Given a unitary representation 휏 of 필 on 푉 , we can then
construct globally the fibre bundle 퐿휏 = Γ∖픾×휏푉 and the corresponding connection. Then the operator
∇푋 is an admissible lift of the geodesic flow on푀 = Γ∖픾 ∕필.
Example 1.7. Let us take푁 an admissible cusp manifold,푀 = 푆∗푁 and푋 the corresponding geodesic
vector field. We can consider the Lie derivative 푋 acting on Λ(푇 ∗푀), the bundle of forms of arbitrary
degree over푀 , it is an admissible lift of 푋. On the other hand, define
(1.13) Λ⟂(푇 ∗푀) ∶= {휔 ∈ 퐿(푇 ∗푀) | 횤푋휔 = 0}.
This subfibre-bundle of Λ(푇 ∗푀) is invariant under 푋 . Also, 푋 preserves the Liouville one form 훼,
which is a contact one-form. In particular, we can identify the action of 푋 on Λ⟂(푇 ∗푀) with the action
of 푋 on Λ((ker 훼)∗). This is also an admissible lift of 푋.
2. ANISOTROPIC SPACE AND FIRST PARAMETRIX
The main idea that was presented in [FS11] was to resort to usual semi-classical techniques to prove the
meromorphic continuation of the resolvent of the flow generator for Anosov flows on compact manifolds.
This is not the only method available for compact manifolds — see [BL07] — but it is the one we will
extend to our case. Another paper [DZ16] used propagation of singularities to obtain the wavefront set
of the resolvent, in order to simplify the proof of meromorphic continuation of the zeta functions. We
will use a mixture of both, since we use the approach of [FS11] to continue the resolvent, and ideas from
[DZ16] to obtain the wavefront set of the resolvent.
We consider 퐿→푀 = 푆∗푁 an admissible bundle and  an admissible lift of푋 the geodesic flow on
푀 . Since we will use semi-classical techniques, we introduce a small parameter 0 < ℎ ≤ ℎ0, and we let
퐗 ∶= ℎ . The first result in this section is:
Proposition 2.1. For each 퓇 > 0, we can build a space of퐿-valued distributions퐻퓇퐦 on푀 that contains
퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿), and a pseudo-differential operator 푄 microsupported in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
of the zero section in the fibers of 푇 ∗푀 , so that for |Im푠| < ℎ−1∕2 and Re(푠) > −퓇,
퐗 +푄 − ℎ푠 is invertible and ‖(퐗 +푄 − ℎ푠)−1‖퐻퓇퐦 = (1∕ℎ).
The space퐻퓇퐦 will take the form (see definition 2.7)
Op(푒−퓇퐺) ⋅ 퐿2(푀,퐿).
In this formula,퐺 denotes a so-called escape function, andOp a semi-classical quantization that we define
in Appendix A (see equation (A.4)). The construction of 퐺 will be done first for 푋 acting on functions.
Then the general case is obtained by tensorizing Op(푒−퓇퐺) with the identity ퟙ ∈ End(퐿).
Remark 2.2. As should be clear after reading the proof, the construction of the escape function is local
in the sense that it can be done in the universal cover. In particular, Proposition 2.1 should hold in any
geometrically finite negatively curved manifold whose universal cover has bounded geometry. We do
not prove this general result because that would require the construction of an explicit quantization with
uniform bounds on these noncompact spaces. This seemed too much a detour considering that our aim is
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to study cusp manifolds and that a suitable quantization in this setting has already been developed by the
first author in [Bon16].
2.1. Building the escape function. In this subsection we want to construct an escape function in com-
plete analogy to [FS11, Lemma 1.2]. As we deal with a noncompact situation we however have to take
care that the required uniform bounds hold.
The escape function 퐺 will be a function on the cotangent bundle 푇 ∗푀 and we introduce the decom-
position
(2.1) 푇 ∗푀 = 퐸∗0 ⊕퐸∗푢 ⊕퐸∗푠 ,
so that 퐸∗0 = ℝ훼 where 훼 is the Liouville one-form −휉 ⋅ 푑푥. Furthermore 퐸∗푢 = (퐸푢 ⊕ 퐸0)⟂ and
퐸∗푠 = (퐸
푠 ⊕퐸0)⟂.
We have to introduce some notations regarding the dynamics. We lift the geodesic flow 휑푡 symplecti-cally to the flow
Φ푡 ∶ (푥, 휉)↦ (휑푡(푥), (푑푥휑∗푡 )
−1 ⋅ 휉).
It is the Hamiltonian flow associated to the Hamiltonian 푝(푥, 휉) ∶= 휉 ⋅푋(푥), which is the symbol of −푖푋
and we denote by 푋Φ its hamiltonian vectorfield. The decompositions (2.1) is preserved by the flow, and
(2.2) (푥, 휉) ∈ 퐸∗푠 ⇒ |Φ푡(푥, 휉)| ≤ 퐶푒−훽푡|(푥, 휉)| for 푡 > 0.
(Likewise in negative time for 퐸∗푢 .)
Lemma 2.3. For any sufficiently small uniform conical neighbourhoods 푁0, 푁푢, 푁푠 of 퐸∗0 , 퐸∗푢 , 퐸∗푠 there
are constants 퐶퐺, 푅 > 0 such that for any 훿 > 0, there is an escape function 퐺 ∈ 퐶∞(푇 ∗푀) with
(i) 푋Φ퐺 > 1 outside of {|휉| < 푅훿} ∪푁0.
(ii) 푋Φ퐺 ≥ 0 globally on {|휉| > 훿}
(iii) For |휉| > 푅훿
퐺(푥, 휉) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
+퐶퐺 log |휉| + (1) 휉 ∈ 푁푢
−퐶퐺 log |휉| + (1) 휉 ∈ 푁푠
0 휉 ∈ 푁0
(iv) 푒퐺 ∈ 푆퐦푐푙 (푀): it is an anisotropic symbol of order퐦(푥, 휉), with퐦 ∈ 푆
0
푐푙(푀) being a 0-homogeneous
classical symbol with
퐦(푥, 휉∕|휉|) = ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
+퐶퐺 휉 ∈ 푁푢
−퐶퐺 휉 ∈ 푁푠
0 휉 ∈ 푁0
In order to prove Lemma 2.3 it will be helpful to restrict Φ푡 to the unit sphere bundle 푆∗푀 . In order todo this, let us interpret 푆∗푀 ≅ (푇 ∗푀 ⧵{0})∕ℝwhereℝ acts on each fibre by linear multiplication. Then,
by linearity, Φ푡 factors to a flow Φ̃푡 ∶ 푆∗푀 → 푆∗푀 with vector field 푋Φ̃. By an abuse of notations, wecan see 퐸∗0 , 퐸∗푢 and 퐸∗푠 as subsets of 푆∗푀 . From the uniform estimates in Proposition 1.2 we obtain:
Lemma 2.4. For 휖 > 0, let 푈 휖푢 ⊂ 푆∗푀 be the 휖 neighbourhood of 퐸∗푢 and likewise let 푈 휖0,푠 ⊂ 푆∗푀 the 휖
neighbourhood of 퐸∗0 ⊕퐸
∗
푠 . Then there exists 휖 > 0 such that 푈
휖
푢 and 푈
휖
0,푠 are disjoint. Furthermore, for
any fixed 휖 as above, there is a finite maximal transition time 휏max > 0 such that for 푡 ≥ 휏max,
(1) For all (푥, 휉) ∈ 푆∗푀 ⧵ 푈 휖푢 , Φ̃−푡(푥, 휉) ∈ 푈
휖
0,푠.
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(2) For all (푥, 휉) ∈ 푆∗푀 ⧵ 푈 휖0,푠, Φ̃푡(푥, 휉) ∈ 푈
휖
푢 .
Finally for any 푇 > 0 there is 휖′ > 0 such that 푈 휖′푢 ⊂ Φ̃푇 (푈
휖
푢 ) and 푈
휖′
0,푠 ⊂ Φ̃−푇 (푈
휖
0,푠).
The same statement holds for 퐸∗0 ⊕퐸
∗
푢 and 퐸
∗
푠 .
proof of lemma 2.3. Let us first construct the weight function퐦. This decomposes into two symmetrical
steps.
Take an 휖 > 0 from Lemma 2.4 such that 푈 3휖푢 ∩ 푈 3휖0,푠 = ∅. In a first step we want to smooth the
characteristic functions ퟙ2휖푢 , ퟙ2휖0,푠 ∈ 퐿1loc(푆∗푀) on these two sets. Therefore, take 휒̃푚 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (] − 휖, 휖[), with
휒̃푚 > 0. Then we define a smothing kernel 휒푚 ∈ 퐶∞(푆∗푀 × 푆∗푀) by
휒푚(푥, 푥′) ∶=
휒̃푚(푑(푥, 푥′))∫푆∗푀 휒̃푚(푑(푥, 푥′′))푑푥′′
and we denote with 퐾푚 the coresponding smoothing operator. Now we define the function 푚푢0,푠 ∶=
퐾푚(ퟙ2휖푢 − ퟙ
2휖
0,푠) which, by the construction of the smoothing operator, fulfills the following assumptions:
(1) 푚푢0,푠 ∈ 풞∞(푆∗푀)— this means that all derivatives are bounded, see the discussion at the start ofAppendix A.
(2) 푚푢0,푠 equals +1 on 푈 휖푢 and −1 on 푈 휖0,푠.(3) 푚푢0,푠 takes values in [−1, 1].
Now take the time 푇 = 2휏max (with 휏max being the transition time from Lemma 2.4) and set
푚+푇 = ∫
푇
−푇
푚푢0,푠◦Φ̃푡푑푡.
We have
푋Φ̃푚
+
푇 = 푚
푢
0,푠◦Φ̃푇 − 푚
푢
0,푠◦Φ̃−푇 .
By Lemma 2.4 for any (푥, 휉) ∈ 푆∗푀 either Φ̃푇 ∈ 푈 휖푢 or Φ̃−푇 ∈ 푈 휖0,푠. Since 푚푢0,푠 takes values in [−1, 1],we deduce that everywhere
푋Φ̃푚
+
푇 ≥ 0.
Now let us define 푉푢 ∶= Φ푇 (푆∗푀 ⧵ 푈 휖0,푠) ⊂ 푈 휖푢 and 푉0,푠 ∶= Φ−푇 (푆∗푀 ⧵ 푈 휖푢 ) ⊂ 푈 휖0,푠. Then, for
(푥, 휉) ∉ (푉푢 ∪ 푉0,푠), Φ̃푇 (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈 휖푢 and Φ̃−푇 (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈 휖0,푠 and consequently
푋Φ̃푚
+
푇 (푥, 휉) = 2.
On the other side, if (푥, 휉) ∈ 푉푢, then 푚푢0,푠(Φ̃푡(푥, 휉)) = 1 for 푡 > −휏max and from the definition of 푇 , wededuce that 푚+푇 (푥, 휉) ≥ 푇 . For the same reason 푚+푇 < −푇 on 푉0,푠. Finally with 휖′ > 0 from Lemma 2.4,we deduce that 푚+푇 is constant equal to 2푇 (resp. −2푇 ) on 푈 휖′푢 (resp. 푈 휖′0,푠).The second step is to build a similar function 푚−푇 replacing 퐸∗푢 by 퐸∗푠 , and doing the same procedure.Taking
푚 =
푚+푇 + 푚
−
푇
2
,
we get
(a) 푚 ∈ 풞∞(푆∗푀).
(b) 푋Φ̃푚 ≥ 0 in 푆∗푀(c) 푋Φ̃푚 ≥ 1 on 푆∗푀 ⧵ (푉푢 ∪ 푉푠 ∪ 푈 휖0 ).(d) On 푈 휖′푢 (resp. 푈 휖′푠 , 푈 휖′0 ), 푚 equals 2푇 (resp. −2푇 , 0).
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(e) 푚 > 푇 on 푉푢 and 푚 < −푇 on 푉푠.
The actual weight function 퐦 will be 푚 multiplied by a constant, that we will determine at the end.
Now comes the second part of the proof: building the symbol 퐺. Choose 푁푢 (resp. 푁푠, 푁0) to bethe cone in 푇 ∗푀 generated by 푉푢 ⊂ 푆∗푀 (resp. 푉푠, 푈 휖0 ). We want to choose a symbol 푓 ∈ 푆1(푀) tobe a positive elliptic symbol, so that outside of |휉| < 훿, on 푁0 it equals |푝|. We also want that on 푁푢(resp. 푁푠) it satisfies 푋Φ log 푓 ≥ 훽∕2 (resp ≤ −훽∕2). We would like to set 푓 to be just the norm |휉| in aneighbourhood of 퐸∗푢 ⊕ 퐸∗푠 . However since the constant 퐶 in the estimate (2.2) is not necessarily 1, wefind that for (푥, 휉) ∈ 퐸∗푠 ,
푋Φ
(
1
2푡 ∫
푡
−푡
log |Φ푠(푥, 휉)|푑푠) ≤ log퐶2푡 − 훽.
This suggests to pick 푇 ′ > 2 log(퐶)∕훽 and define for (푥, 휉) in a fixed conical neighbourhood of 퐸∗푢 ⊕퐸∗푠
푓푢푠(푥, 휉) ∶= exp
(
1
2푇 ′ ∫
푇 ′
−푇 ′
log |Φ푡(푥, 휉)|푑푡) .
This is not a norm anymore, but is still 1-homogeneous and smooth — except at 0. On 퐸∗푠 , 푋휙 log 푓푢푠 ≤
−3훽∕4, so that if 휖 > 0 was chosen small enough, 푋휙 log 푓푢푠 ≤ −훽∕2 in 푁푠. We also have the cor-responding estimates in 푁푢. We can piece together 푓푢푠 and |푝| around 푁0 to obtain a globally definedelliptic 1-homogeneous symbol. Let 푐푓 be its infimum on {|휉| = 1}.We have all the pieces to define
퐺(푥, 휉) = 퐶 ′퐺
[
1 − 휒퐺(|휉|∕훿)]푚(푥, 휉|휉|
)
log 2푓 (푥, 휉)
푐푓훿
.
퐶 ′퐺 > 0 is a constant fixed later and 휒퐺 is a 퐶∞푐 (] − 1, 1[) function, that equals 1 in [−1∕2, 1∕2] and takesvalues between 0 and 1. It is there to ensure that 퐺 is smooth at 휉 = 0. We can check that 퐺 ≥ 0. By the
properties of 푚 from above, we directly deduce that Lemma 2.3(iii) holds.
Now, we can compute
푋Φ퐺 = −퐶 ′퐺(푋Φ휒퐺)푚 log
2푓
푐푓훿
+ 퐶 ′퐺(1 − 휒퐺)
[
(푋Φ̃푚) log
2푓
푐푓훿
+ 푚
푋Φ푓
푓
]
.
Let us discuss the different terms:
푋Φ휒퐺 vanishes outside {|휉| < 훿}, thus the first line is irrelevant for the properties (i) and (ii) ofLemma 2.3. Let us consider the second line case by case:
∙ If (푥, 휉) ∉ (푁0 ∪푁푢 ∪푁푠): Note that |푚| and |푋Φ푓푓 | are globally bounded by a constant 퐶0. Byproperty (c) above 푋Φ̃푚 > 1. By the fact that 푓 is elliptic, there is a constant 푅 > 0 such thatwhen {|휉| > 푅}, log(2푓∕푐푓 ) > 1 + 퐶20 . Then for |휉| > 푅훿, we also have log(2푓∕푐푓훿) > 1 + 퐶20 ,thus 푋Φ퐺 > 퐶 ′퐺 for |휉| > 푅훿
∙ If (푥, 휉) ∈ 푁푢: Now we only know that 푋Φ̃푚 ≥ 0, so we need a uniform lower bound for thesecond term. But from the choice of 푓 , it is precisely there that 푋Φ푓∕푓 > 훽∕2. Together withthe property (e) of 푚 above, we deduce 푋Φ퐺 > 훽푇퐶 ′퐺∕2 for |휉| > 훿.
∙ If (푥, 휉) ∈ 푁푠: Analogously to the case푁푢 we obtain 푋Φ퐺 > 훽푇퐶 ′퐺∕2 for |휉| > 훿.
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∙ If (푥, 휉) ∈ 푁0: As 푓 is a function of 푝 on 푁0 and 푋Φ is the Hamiltonian flow of 푝, we have
푋Φ푓 = 0. Since 푋Φ̃푚 ≥ 0 we conclude 푋Φ퐺 ≥ 0 for |휉| > 훿.
Let 푁 ′푢 (resp. 푁 ′푠) be the conical neighbourhood corresponding to 푈 휖′푢 (resp 푈 휖′푠 ). We have 푁 ′푢 ⊂ 푁푢and푁 ′푠 ⊂ 푁푠. On푁 ′푢 (resp. 푁 ′푠), 퐺 = 2퐶 ′퐺푇 log |휉| +(1) (resp. −2퐶 ′퐺푇 log |휉| +(1)). So we choose
퐶 ′퐺 ≥ max( 2훽푇 , 1). This gives 퐶퐺 = 2퐶 ′퐺푇 , and 퐦 = 퐶 ′퐺푚.At last we have to verify that퐦 and퐺 are symbols in the right class in the sense of Definition A.5. The
weight was constructed as a 풞∞ function on 푆∗푀 , and that is the definition of being in 푆0푐푙(푀). For 푒퐺to be elliptic in 푆퐦푐푙 (푀), it suffices then to check that (1−휒퐺(|휉|))푓 itself is in 푆1푐푙(푀). By definition, thismeans that 푓∕|휉| is a풞∞ function on푆∗푀 . That is also a direct consequence of the construction.  
Actually, in our case, we can say something a little better, that will simplify the rest of the proof.
Lemma 2.5. We can assume that for 푦 > 퐚 with 퐚 large enough, both 퐺 and퐦 are invariant by the local
isometries 푇휏,휃0 defined in equation (1.5).
Proof. Inside the cusps, we have the stable and unstable distribution that correspond to constant curvature.
When we go up in the cusp, they become exponentially close to the stable and unstable distributions of
푁 . The interesting feature is that they are invariant by all local isometries of the hyperbolic space, in
particular the 푇휏,휃.In particular, when building the functions 푚푢0,푠 and 푚푠0,푢, we can actually choose them to be invariant by
푇휏,휃0 high in the cusp — say 푦 > 푦0.Since it takes at least a time ∼ log 푦 to go from height 푦 in the cusp to the compact part 푁0, and sinceall the constructions above make use only of propagation for a global finite time under the flow, we obtain
that for 푦 > 푦0푒푇 , 푚 is also invariant under 푇휏,휃0 .The last thing to check is the invariance of 푓 . In the cusp, the vector field푋 is also invariant under local
isometries of the hyperbolic space, so that 푓 also can be chosen to be 푇휏,휃0 invariant for 푦 > 푦0푒푇
′ .  
Remark 2.6. We can chose 퐚 so that it coincides with the 퐚 in Definition A.8. It will be smaller than the
햺 of point (7) of Proposition A.11.
2.2. A first parametrix. Now that we have built our escape function, we focus on building an approxi-
mate inverse for 퐗 − ℎ푠. Recall that Op푤ℎ,퐿 denotes a semi-classical quantization acting on sections of 퐿with small parameter ℎ > 0, see Appendix A eq. (A.4). For a simpler notation we simply write Op in the
sequel. A priori for Op(휎) to make sense, we need that 휎 is valued in End(퐿). If 휎 is just a function, we
can consider Op(휎 ⊗ ퟙ). This operator will be denoted by abuse of notations just as Op(휎).
Definition 2.7. Let 훿 > 0 and 퐺훿 the corresponding escape function given by Lemma 2.3. Let 퓇 > 0. We
denote by퐻퓇퐦훿 the set of distributions
(2.3) 퐻퓇퐦훿 = Op(푒−퓇퐺훿 ) ⋅ 퐿2(푀,퐿).
It is endowed with the norm ‖푓‖퐻퓇퐦훿 = ‖Op(푒−퓇퐺훿 )−1푓‖퐿2(푀,퐿).
The space actually does not depend on ℎ or on 훿, but the norm does. As a convention, we denote 퐻0훿 =
퐿2(푀,퐿).
Wewill drop the 훿 indices in the notations, to lighten a bit the presentation, and just write퐻퓇퐦(= 퐻퓇퐦훿 ).Only at the end of section 4 in the proof of Theorem 3 will we let 훿 go 0. From the properties of 퐺, we
directly obtain the following regularity properties, which show that퐻퓇퐦훿 is an anisotropic space.
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Lemma 2.8. For any 퓇 > 0, 훿 > 0 we have the continuous inclusions퐻+퐶퐺퓇 ⊂ 퐻퓇퐦훿 ⊂ 퐻−퐶퐺퓇. Further-
more near 퐸∗푢 ,퐻
퓇퐦
훿 is microlocally equivalent to퐻
−퓇퐶퐺 and near 퐸∗푠 ,퐻
퓇퐦
훿 is microlocally equivalent to
퐻퓇퐶퐺 . More precisely this means for 퐴 ∈ 푆0(푀,퐿)
WFℎ(퐴) ∈ 푁푠 ⇒ ‖퐴푢‖퐻퓇퐦훿 ≤ 퐶‖퐴푢‖퐻−퓇퐶퐺
and WFℎ(퐴) ∈ 푁푢 ⇒ ‖퐴푢‖퐻퓇퐶퐺 ≤ 퐶‖퐴푢‖퐻퓇퐦훿(2.4)
The differential operator퐗, which is a priori defined on퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿) has a unique closed extension[FS11,Lemma A.1] to the domain 퐷퓇 ∶= {푢 ∈ 퐻퓇퐦 ∶ 퐗푢 ∈ 퐷퓇}. The domain 퐷퓇 naturally is a Hilbert spacew.r.t. the scalar product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩퐷퓇 ∶= ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩퐻퓇퐦 + ⟨퐗⋅,퐗⋅⟩퐻퓇퐦 . The action of 퐗 − ℎ푠 on 퐻퓇퐦, is equivalentto the action on퐻0 of
Op(푒−퓇퐺)−1(퐗 − ℎ푠) Op(푒−퓇퐺) =
퐗 − ℎ(퓇Op({푝, 퐺}) + 푠) + (ℎ2Ψ−1+).
Since 푋Φ is the hamiltonian vector field of 푝, we have {푝, 퐺} = 푋Φ퐺. We will need the followingobservation
Lemma 2.9. There are constants 퐶,퐶 ′ > 0 such that for Re(푠) > 퐶(1 + 퓇), 퐗 − ℎ푠 ∶ 퐷퓇 → 퐻퓇퐦 is
invertible. We denote the inverse byℛ(푠) and its operator norm is bounded: ‖ℛ(푠)‖퐻퓇퐦→퐻퓇퐦 ≤ 퐶 ′ℎ−1.
Proof. From the sharp Gårding inequality Lemma A.15, we conclude that there are 퐶, 휀 > 0 such that
Re⟨(퐗 − ℎ푠)푢, 푢⟩퐻퓇퐦 < −휀ℎ‖푢‖2퐻퓇퐦 for Re(푠) > 퐶(1 + 퓇) and all 푢 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (푀) (퐶 does not depend on 퓇).From the sharp Gårding estimate, we deduce that ‖(퐗−ℎ푠)푢‖퐻퓇퐦 ≥ 휀ℎ‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 . As a consequence, theimage of (퐗 − ℎ푠) is closed. We deduce that it is the orthogonal of the kernel of the adjoint. We also get
that the kernel of (퐗−ℎ푠) is empty. Additionally, we observe that the adjoint of 퐗−ℎ푠 satisfies the same
Sharp Gårding estimate, so that it also is injective, and thus (퐗 − ℎ푠) is surjective. We conclude that it is
invertible.  
For each 훿 > 0, we pick 푄 (= 푄훿), a self-adjoint semi-classical pseudo-differential operator, of theform Op(푞), with 푞 ∈ 푆0 equal to 1 in {|휉| ≤ 2푅훿}, everywhere positive, and supported in {|휉| < 3푅훿}
— the constant 푅 was given in Lemma 2.3. This is an absorbing potential. Let us denote by
퐗푄(푠) = 퐗 −푄 − ℎ푠.
Then we have the key estimate:
Proposition 2.10. Let 훿 > 0, then there is a constant 퐶훿 > 0. Assume that 푠 satisfies Re(푠) > 퐶훿 − 퓇+ 1,
and |Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2. Then 퐗푄(푠) is invertible on퐻퓇퐦. Denoting byℛ푄(푠) its inverse, we get ‖ℛ푄(푠)‖ =(ℎ−1).
Proof. We fix a tempered family of functions 푢 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿). We consider the regions
Ωell ∶=
{
(푥, 휉) | |휉| < 3푅훿∕2, or |푝(푥, 휉)| > 휖⟨휉⟩}.
and
ΩGårding ∶=
{
(푥, 휉) | |휉| > 푅훿 and 휉∕|휉| ∉ 푁0}.
If 휖 > 0 is chosen small enough they overlap, so we can build a partition of unity 1 = 퐴ell +퐴Gårding, with
퐴ell (resp. 퐴Gårding) microsupported in Ωell (resp. ΩGårding), and both 퐴’s in Ψ0.
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In the region Ωell, the principal symbol of 퐗 − 푄 − ℎ푠 is elliptic, so we find directly by PropositionA.19. ‖퐴ell푢‖퐻퓇퐦 ≤ 퐶‖(퐗 −푄 − ℎ푠)푢‖퐻퓇퐦 + (ℎ∞)‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 .
Now, we can concentrate on the region of interest ΩGårding. By definition, the action of 퐗 −푄 − ℎ푠 on
퐻퓇퐦 is conjugated by Op(푒−퓇퐺) to the action on 퐿2 of
퐗̃푄(푠) = 퐗 −푄 − ℎ(퓇Op({퐺, 푝 − 푖푞} + 푠)) + (ℎ2Ψ−1+).
We denote by 퐴̃Gårding the operator obtained after conjugation by Op(푒−퓇퐺), and 푢̃ ∶= Op(푒−퓇퐺)−1푢. Weconsider
−Re(⟨퐗̃푄(푠)퐴̃Gårding푢̃,퐴̃Gårding푢̃⟩퐿2 = ⟨푃퐴2퐴̃Gårding푢̃, 퐴̃Gårding푢̃⟩퐿2
+ ℎ(Re(푠) + 퓇)‖퐴̃Gårding푢̃‖2퐿2 + (ℎ∞)‖퐴̃Gårding푢̃‖퓇
Where 퐴2 is a microlocal cuttoff in a slightly bigger neighbourhood ofWFℎ(퐴Gårding) and
푃 ∶= −Re퐗 +푄 + ℎ퓇Op({퐺, 푝} − 1) + (ℎ2Ψ−1+).
(Here, Re퐗 is the real part of 퐗 acting on 퐿2, and it is a (ℎ) order 0 operator). By Lemma 2.3(i) we
conclude that 푃퐴2 ∈ Ψ0+ has positive principle symbol and by the Sharp Gårding inequality A.15, wededuce that
−Re(⟨퐗̃푄(푠)퐴̃Gårding푢̃, 퐴̃Gårding푢̃⟩퐿2 ≥ ℎ(−퐶훿 + Re(푠) + 퓇)‖퐴̃Gårding푢̃‖2퐿2 .
The constant depends on 푄, which depends itself on 훿. Using Cauchy-Schwarz and our assumption
Re(푠) > 퐶훿 − 퓇 + 1 we get ‖퐴̃Gårding푢̃‖퐿2 ≤ 퐶ℎ−1‖퐗̃푄(푠)퐴̃Gårding푢̃‖퐿2 ,
i.e., ‖퐴Gårding푢‖퐻퓇퐦 ≤ 퐶ℎ−1‖퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢‖퐻퓇퐦 .
Gathering our estimates, we find that‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 ≤ 퐶ℎ−1‖퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢‖2퐻퓇퐦 + 퐶‖퐗푄(푠)퐴ell푢‖2퐻퓇퐦 + (ℎ∞)‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 .
In order to recombine the terms on the right hand side consider‖퐗푄(푠)푢‖2 =‖퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢‖2 + ‖퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢‖2
+ 2Re⟨퐗푄(푠)퐴ell푢,퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢⟩.
But in the scalar product, we can use the ellipticity in Ωell again. Actually, we consider
Ω′ell ∶=
{
(푥, 휉) | |휉| < 2푅훿, or |푝(푥, 휉)| > 휖⟨휉⟩∕2}.
We have the inclusion Ωell ⊂ Ω′ell, and we can find a 퐴′ell which is microlocally the identity in a neigh-bourhood of Ωell, and is microsupported in Ω′ell. In that case, we can insert 퐴′ell in the scalar product, andobtain |||⟨퐗푄(푠)퐴ell푢,퐗푄(푠)퐴Gårding푢⟩||| ≤ 퐶‖퐗푄(푠)푢‖2 + (ℎ∞)‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 .So that ‖푢‖퐻퓇퐦 ≤ 퐶ℎ ‖퐗푄(푠)푢‖퐻퓇퐦 .
This estimate implies that푋푄(푠) is injective and has closed range. Performing exactly the same estimatesfor the adjoint operator, we deduce that 푋푄(푠) is surjective.  
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In the case of compact manifolds, the end of the proof of the equivalent of Theorem 1 is based on the
fact that by writing
(퐗 − ℎ푠)ℛ푄(푠) = ퟙ +푄ℛ푄,
we have that 퐗− ℎ푠 is invertible modulo a smoothing operator, and smoothing operators are compact on
compact manifolds, so 퐗 − ℎ푠 is invertible modulo compact operator. Hence it is Fredholm, of index 0,
and its inverse is a meromorphic family of operators in the 푠 parameter.
However, in our case, smoothing operators are not compact. We will present a special ingredient in the
next section to overcome this problem. Before that, we consider wavefront sets.
Proposition 2.11. Let Ω+ be the subset of phase space
(2.5) Ω+ ∶=
{
((푥, 휉); Φ푡(푥, 휉)) | 푝(푥, 휉) = 0, 푡 ≥ 0} ⊂ 푇 ∗푀 × 푇 ∗푀.
Recall that Δ(푇 ∗푀) is the diagonal in 푇 ∗푀 . The wave front set ofℛ푄(푠) is contained in
WF′ℎ(ℛ푄(푠)) ∩ (푇
∗푀 × 푇 ∗푀) ⊂ Δ(푇 ∗푀) ∪ Ω+.
Proof. First, by ellipticity in {푝(푥, 휉) ≠ 0} ∪ {|휉| ≤ 2푅훿}, the wavefront of ℛ푄(푠) is contained in
Δ(푇 ∗푀) ∪ {푝(푥, 휉) = 푝(푥′, 휉′) = 0, |휉|, |휉′| > 2푅훿}.
Next, note that by Lemma A.18 we have to prove for ((푥, 휉), (푥′, 휉′)) ∈ 푇 ∗푀 ×푇 ∗푀 fulfilling 푝(푥, 휉) =
푝(푥′, 휉′) = 0, |휉| > 2푅훿, |휉′| > 2푅훿, and ((푥, 휉), (푥′, 휉′)) ∉ Ω+ that there are 퐴,퐴′ ∈ 푆0, elliptic in (푥, 휉)respectively (푥′, 휉′) such that 퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′ is 퐻−∞→퐻∞(ℎ∞).In order to achieve this, let ((푥, 휉), (푥′, 휉′)) ∈ 푇 ∗푀 × 푇 ∗푀 be such a point. Recall that as 푡 → +∞,|Φ푡(푥′, 휉′)| either goes to 0 or to∞. Hence, we can chose two relatively compact open sets 푈,푈 ′ ⊂ 푇 ∗푀such that Φ푡(푈 ) ∩ 푈 ′ = ∅ for all 푡 ≥ 0, and (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈 , (푥′, 휉′) ∈ 푈 ′. Fix 퐴,퐴′ ∈ Ψ0 microsupported inrespectively 푈 and 푈 ′.
Let us prove that 퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′ = 퐻−∞→퐻∞(ℎ∞). Let 푢 be a tempered family of distributions. Let 푇 > 0,and 퐵,퐵1 elliptic on respectively Φ푇 (푈 ) and ∪0≤푡≤푇Φ푡(푈 ). Observe that 퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢 is in all Sobolevspaces because 퐴,퐴′ are compactly microsupported. Then we get by Propagation of Singularities A.21
that for 푘 ∈ ℝ ‖퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 ≤ 퐶‖퐵ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 + 퐶ℎ ‖퐵1퐴′푢‖퐻푘 + 푘,푢(ℎ∞).
By the assumption on the microsupport of 퐴 and 퐴′, by taking the microsupport of 퐵1 small enough, wecan ensure that 퐵1퐴′푢 = (ℎ∞), hence
(2.6) ‖퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 ≤ 퐶‖퐵ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 + 푘,푢(ℎ∞).
Now, we just have to consider what happens when the time 푇 becomes larger. For (푥, 휉) ∈ {푝 = 0} ⊂
푇 ∗푀 there are only two possibilities: Either there is 푇 > 0, such that Φ푇 (푥, 휉) ⊂ ell1(푄) = {|휉| ≤ 푅훿}
or Φ푡(푥, 휉) converges to 퐸∗푢 ∩ 휕푇 ∗푀 (see Definition A.5 for the radial compactification).In the first case take 푈 sufficiently small such thatΦ푇 (푈 ) ⊂ ell1(푄). Thus we can assume that 퐵 in thepropagation estimate (2.6) is microsupported in ell1(푄). Taking 퐵′ ∈ Ψ0 elliptic on the microsupport of
퐵, the elliptic estimate (Proposition A.19) gives,‖퐵ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 ≤ 퐶‖퐵′퐴′푢‖퐻푘 + 푚,푢(ℎ∞).
Since we can choose 퐵′ such thatWF(퐵′) ∩ WF(퐴′) = ∅, the RHS is (ℎ∞).
Now, we turn to second case which we will treat using the high regularity radial estimate (Proposi-
tion A.23): Note that 퐸∗푢 ∩ 휕푇 ∗푀 is a sink in the sense of Definition A.22. Next let us choose 퐶 ∈ Ψ0
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such that 퐸∗푢 ∩ 휕푇 ∗푀 ⊂ ell1(퐶) and such thatWFℎ(퐶) ∩ WFℎ(퐴′) = ∅. Then Proposition A.23 provides
us an order 0 operator퐶1 which is elliptic in a neighbourhood of퐸∗푢 ∩휕푇 ∗푀 . Furthermore we can assume
WFℎ(퐶1) ⊂ 푁푢.Since 퐶1ℛ푄퐴′푢 ∈ 퐻퓇퐦 and is microsupported in 푁푢, by Lemma 2.8, we know that 퐶1ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢 ∈
퐻퓇퐶퐺 and taking 퓇퐶퐺 > 푘0 we have the necessary regularity for the sink estimate. We get for any 푘 > 푘0
(2.7) ‖퐶1ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 ≤ 퐶ℎ ‖퐶퐴′푢‖퐻푘 + (ℎ∞) = (ℎ∞).
Finally by 푈 sufficiently small and propagation of singularity for a long enough but finite time 푇 we
can assume that Φ푇 (푈 ) ⊂ ell1(퐶). Combining (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain as desired ‖퐴ℛ푄(푠)퐴′푢‖퐻푘 =(ℎ∞).  
We have a final remark for this section
Definition-Proposition 2.12. If 퓇 ≥ 0 and푁 ∈ ℝ, we say that 퐤 = 퓇퐦 +푁 is a weight. Such a weight
is said to be large if 퓇 is large, and푁∕퓇 is small. We define
퐻퐤(훿)(푀,퐿) ∶= Op(푒
−퓇퐺훿 )퐻푁 (푀,퐿).
We get that the conclusion of Proposition 2.10 holds on the space 퐻퐤 when |Im푠| < ℎ−1∕2, Re푠 ≥ 퐶훿 −
퓇 + 퐶푁 + 1 for some constant 퐶 independent of 퓇, 푁 , and for ℎ > 0 small enough.
The proof is completely analogous to the proof of proposition 2.10.
3. CONTINUATION OF THE RESOLVENT FOR TRANSLATION INVARIANT OPERATORS
In this section, we will be considering a vector fiber bundle over some compact manifold 햫 → 향,
endowed with a metric on 향 and on 햫, and a compatible connection. We will always see the space ℝ × 햫
as a fiber bundle over (ℝ)푟 × (퐹 )휁 , endowed with the product structure. We will also use the natural
measure 푑푟푑 휁 , and 퐿2(ℝ × 햫) will be understood as the space of square-integrable sections with respect
to this measure.
Let us first see how bundles of this type can be naturally obtained from admissible vector bundles in
the sense of Definition 1.4.
Example 3.1. Let 퐿 → 푀 = 푆∗푁 be an admissible vector bundle and fix a cusp 푍퓁. Then over this
cusp the bundle takes the form 퐿 = Λ퓁∖픾×휏퓁푉퓁. Using the Iwasawa decomposition 픾 = ℕ픸핂 and
identifying 픸 ≅ (ℝ,+),ℕ ≅ (ℝ푑 ,+) we obtain 퐿 = (ℝ푑∕Λ퓁) × ℝ × (핂×휏퓁푉퓁). In Section 4 we will
study sections of these bundles that are independent on the variable 휃 ∈ (ℝ푑∕Λ퓁) and these sections are
naturally identified with sections on ℝ × (핂×휏퓁푉퓁). This shows that studying 휃-independent sections on
admissible vector bundles 퐿|푆∗푍퓁 leads to the study of sections in ℝ × 햫퓁 → ℝ × 향 with 햫퓁 = 핂×휏퓁푉퓁 →
핂 ∕필 ≅ 핊푑 .
Remark 3.2. For the proof of Theorem 3 on vector bundles one could restrict the discussion of the whole
section to the special case in the example above. As all arguments, however, hold without any further
complications in the general case of vector bundles 햫 → 향 over general compact manifolds 향we announce
and prove all results in this section in this setting. Additionally, we expect that this wider class is likely to
show up when studying Anosov flows on fibred cusps.
We will consider a particular class of operators on 햫 → 향:
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Definition 3.3. The set of pseudo-differential operators acting on sections of ℝ × 햫 that are convolution
operators in the 푟 variable will be denoted by Ψ푏(ℝ × 햫). It is the set of b-operators.
Such operators that additionally are supported in {|푟 − 푟′| ≤ 퐶} will be denoted Ψ푏,퐶(ℝ × 햫). We say
that they are b-operators with precision 퐶 .
Finally, Ψ푏,0(ℝ × 햫) is just the set of such operators that are b-differential operators.
Example 3.4. The generator of the geodesic flow acting on functions supported in a cusp and not de-
pending on 휃 is a differential operator acting on the trivial bundle, i.e. on 퐿2(ℝ × 핊푑 , 푒−푟푑푑푟푑휁 ) by (df.
equation (1.8))
푋0푏 =
[
cos휑휕푟 + sin휑휕휑
]
.
In order to make it a b-operator acting on 퐿2(ℝ × 핊푑 , 푑푟푑휁) we conjugate it with 푒−푟푑∕2 and get:
(3.1) 푋푏 =
[
cos휑휕푟 +
푑
2
cos휑 + sin휑휕휑
]
.
In order to work in the semiclassical calculus we write 퐗푏 ∶= ℎ푋푏.
Definition 3.5. Denote by 푔 the metric on 향 and by 푇 (푇 ∗ 향) = 퐻 ⊕ 푉 the splitting into vertical and
horizontal directions w.r.t. the Levi-Civita connection. We endow 푇 ∗(ℝ× 향) with the metric described in
Definition A.1. Consider its restriction 푔푏 to (푇 ∗0ℝ)휆 × (푇
∗ 향)(휁,휂). It can be expressed as
푔푏,(휁 ;휂,휆)(푋푣 + 푌 ℎ + 휇휕휆,푊 푣 +푍ℎ + 휇′휕휆)
= 푔휁 (푌 ,푍) +
1
1 + 푔휁 (휂, 휂) + 휆2
[
푔휁 (푋,푊 ) + 휇휇′
]
.
By Lemma A.2, 푔푏 has bounded geometry.
Definition-Proposition 3.6. We denote by 푆0푏 (ℝ × 햫) the set of 풞∞ sections ℝ × 푇 ∗ 향 → End(햫) with
respect to the metric 푔푏. They are the translation invariant elements of푆0(ℝ×향,ℝ×햫) fromDefinition A.3.
We call them order 0 b-symbols. Given푚푏 ∈ 푆0푏 (ℝ×향), we can also define 푆푚푏푏 (ℝ×햫) as ⟨휉⟩푚푏푆0푏 (ℝ×햫).
It is the set of anisotropic symbols of order 푚푏.
These symbol classes are stable by all the usual symbolic manipulations (because 푔푏 has bounded
geometry).
Consider a semi-classical Weyl quantization Op푤ℎ for sections of 햫 → 향. We can define a quantizationon ℝ × 햫 by
(3.2) (Op푏(휎푏)푓 )(푟, 휁) ∶= 12휋ℎ ∫ 푒
푖
ℎ휆(푟−푟
′)
[
Op푤ℎ (휎푏(⋅, ⋅; 휆))푓 (푟
′, ⋅)
]
(휁 )푑휆푑푟′.
If 휎푏 ∈ 푆푚푏 (ℝ×햫), this is an element ofΨ푏(ℝ×퐿). If additionally, we choose a cutoff 휒퐶 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (]−퐶,퐶[),equal to 1 in ] − 퐶∕2, 퐶∕2[, we can multiply the kernel of Op푏(휎푏) by 휒퐶(푟 − 푟′), and obtain an operator
Op푏(휎)퐶 in Ψ푏,퐶(ℝ × 햫).
Example 3.7. We will see in Proposition 4.8 that when 휎 ∈ 푆(퐿 → 푆∗푍) is invariant by the local
isometries of the cusp 푇휏,휃, we can build a corresponding 휎푏 ∈ 푆푏(ℝ × 향). This symbol will have the
property that Op(휎) acting on functions that are supported in the cusp and independent of 휃 is equivalent
to Op푏(휎푏)퐶 . We will come back to this in Section 4.
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The aim of this section is to show that under certain assumptions on 퐗푏 ∈ Ψ푏,0(ℝ × 햫) that will besatisfied in the case of the geodesic flow for cusp manifolds, we can continue the resolvent of 퐗푏 mero-morphically from Re(푠) > 0 to ℂ.
In the first subsection, we anounce the precise assumptions we will need and prove some intermediary
result. In the next step, we show that some “Fourier multiplier” is invertible, and in the last we prove the
desired result.
3.1. Approximate inverse.
Definition 3.8. Let 퐗푏 ∈ Ψ1푏,0(ℝ × 햫), 퐺푏 ∈ 푆0+푏 (ℝ × 향) and 푄푏 ∈ Ψ−∞푏,퐶 (ℝ × 향). We will say that this
triple is admissible if
∙ 푖퐗푏 and 푄푏 have scalar, real principal symbols.
∙ 푒퓇퐺 is elliptic in 푆푚푏푏 for some 푚푏 ∈ 푆
0
푏 .
∙ 퐗푏 = ℎ푋푏 where 푋푏 is a differential operator independent of ℎ.
∙ Let −푖푝푏 be the principal symbol of 퐗푏. There is a 훿′ > 0 such that|푝푏| ≤ 훿′|휉| and |휉| > 훿′⟹ {푝푏, 퐺푏} > 1.
∙ For the same 훿′ > 0, 푄푏 is elliptic on |휉| < 2훿′ and microsupported in |휉| < 3훿′.
Example 3.9. We will see in Section 4 that 퐗, 퐺 and 푄 defined in the previous section 2.2 will give rise
to a an admissible triple after restricting to 휃 invariant sections — see Example 3.7. The constant 훿′ is
just 푅훿, when 훿 > 0 is small enough.
Definition 3.10. As in Def-Proposition 2.12, we say that 푘푏 ∈ 푆0푏 is anweight if it is of the form 퓇푚푏+푁 .
When we say that a weight is large, it means that 퓇 > 0 is large, and that푁∕퓇 is arbitrarily small.
Given an weight 푘푏 and 휌 ∈ ℝ, we will work with the space of 햫-valued distributions on ℝ × 향
(3.3) 푘푏푏,휌 ∶= 푒휌푟Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶퐿2(ℝ × 퐿),
endowed with the corresponding norm.
The main result in this subsection is the following:
Lemma 3.11. Assume that (퐗푏, 퐺푏, 푄푏) is an admissible triple. Then there is a constant 퐶 > 0 such that
for Re(푠) > 1 + 퐶훿 + 퐶(|휌| + |푁|) − 퓇 and |Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2, 푋푏 −푄푏 − ℎ푠 is invertible on 퓇푚푏+푁푏,휌 .
Proof. We can apply the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.10. Note that in the positive
commutator part, which uses the sharp Gårding inequality, it is important that the real part of퐗푏−푄푏−ℎ푠
on 퓇푚푏+푁푏,휌 is unitarily equivalent to the action on 퐿2 of
Re퐗푏 −푄푏 − ℎ
(
Re(푠) + 퓇Op푏({퐺푏, 푝푏})퐶
+푁 Op푏({log⟨휉⟩, 푝푏})퐶 − 휌푒−푟[푋푏, 푒푟]) + 퐿2→퐿2(ℎ2).(3.4)
It is crucial here that {log⟨휉⟩, 푝푏} is a bounded symbol— it would not be the case a priori replacing log⟨휉⟩by 푚′푏 log⟨휉⟩ where 푚′푏 ∈ 푆0푏 .  
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3.2. The Indicial family. Here it is useful to bear in mind the elementary method of invertion of convo-
lution operator on ℝ. Consider some 푓 ∈ ′(ℝ) compactly supported and the operator 푇푓 ∶ 푔 ↦ 푔 ∗ 푓 .
Obviously, the Fourier transform of 푇푓푔 is just 푔̂푓̂ . To invert 푇푓 , is suffices then to invert 푓̂ . This is themotivation for what follows.
Definition 3.12. Let 퐴 ∈ Ψ푏,퐶(ℝ × 햫). For 휆 ∈ ℂ, we let
퐼(퐴, 휆)푓 (휁 ) ∶= 푒−휆푟∕ℎ
[
퐴((휁 ′, 푟′)↦ 푒휆푟′∕ℎ푓 (휁 ′))(휁 )
]
This is a family of operators on sections of 햫 → 향, depending holomorphically on the parameter 휆. It is
called the indicial family associated to 퐴.
The kernel of 퐼(퐴, 휆) is a Fourier transform of the kernel of 퐴. It is a sort of “Fourier multiplier”.
Example 3.13. If 퐗푏 is obtained from the geodesic flow, i.e is the operator in equation (3.1), the corre-
sponding indicial family is
휆 cos휑 + ℎ
(푑
2
cos휑 + sin휑휕휑
)
Lemma 3.14. Let 휎푏 ∈ 푆푏(ℝ × 향). Then there is a holomorphic family 휆→ 휎푏,휆 ∈ 푆푏(향) such that
퐼(Op푏(휎푏)퐶 , 휆) = Op
푤
ℎ (휎푏,휆).
Proof. Inspecting the formula for Op푏(휎푏)퐶 , suggests the following proof. Consider 휍 ∶ 휆 ∈ ℝ →
Op푤ℎ (휎(⋅, ⋅; 휆)) as an operator-valued symbol in the 휆 parameter. The symbol estimates on 휎 imply thatthis is tempered so we can take Fourier transforms.
Denote ℱℎ the semi-classical Fourier transform on ℝ:
ℱℎ푓 (푥) = ∫ℝ 푒
−푖휆푥∕ℎ푓 (휆)푑휆.
The kernel of Op푏(휎푏)퐶 can be written as [
ℱ −1ℎ (휍)휒퐶
]
(푟 − 푟′)
and thus, since 퐼(Op푏(휎푏)퐶 , 휆) is a Fourier transform of the kernel of Op푏(휎푏)퐶 ,
퐼(Op푏(휎푏)퐶 , 휆) =
1
2휋ℎ
[
휍 ∗
(
ℱℎ휒퐶
)]
(−푖휆).
Since 휒퐶 is compactly supported, 휒̂퐶 is an entire function, and its convolution with 휍 also is. In particular,we deduce that the lemma holds with
(3.5) 휎푏,휆(휁, 휂) = 12휋ℎ ∫ℝ 휎푏(휁, 휂; 휆
′)휒̂퐶
(
−푖휆 − 휆′
ℎ
)
푑휆′.
 
We have a converse construction:
Definition-Proposition 3.15. Let 휌0 < 휌1 and 휆 → 퐼(휆) be a family of operators on sections of 햫 → 향,
holomorphic in the parameter when Re휆 ∈]휌0, 휌1[. Also assume that for fixed Re(휆) it is tempered whenIm휆 → ±∞. For 휌 ∈]휌0, 휌1[, let 퐴(퐼, 휌) be the operator on ℝ × 햫 whose kernel is
푒휌(푟−푟′)∕ℎℱ −1ℎ (퐼(휌 + 푖⋅))(푟 − 푟
′).
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The resulting operator does not depend on 휌, so we denote it by 퐴(퐼). In the case that 퐼(휆) = 퐼(퐴, 휆)
with 퐴 ∈ Ψ푏,퐶 , we get that 퐴(퐼) = 퐴.
Proof. The operator 퐴(퐼, 휌) does not depend on 휌 because we can use Cauchy’s Theorem and shift inte-
gration contours. As to why 퐴(퐼(퐴)) = 퐴, this is just an avatar of Fourier inversion.  
Now, we can define spaces on 햫 → 향:
Definition 3.16. Let 푘푏 = 퓇푚푏 +푁 be an weight. We denote by 햧퓇푚푏+푁휆 the space
(3.6) 퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 휆)퐿2(햫),
endowed with the corresponding norm.
It may seem that these spaces depend on the parameter 휆, and since wewant to consider analytic families
of operators depending on the parameter 휆, this may be problematic — recall that for the theory in Kato
[Kat95] to apply, we need that operators are of type (A), which basically means that they all act on the
same domain. To address this problem, we start with
Lemma 3.17. For any weight 푘푏, the space 햧푘푏휆 (햫) does not depend on the 휆 parameter. Only the norm
does, and it varies continuously with 휆.
Proof. It suffices to check that the operators
퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 휆)퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 휆′)−1
and
퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 휆)−1퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 휆′)
are bounded on 퐿2 for 휆, 휆′ ∈ ℂ. Since they are pseudo-differential, and their symbols have the same
asymptotics for large 휂, this is a consequence of usual pseudo-differential arguments.  
Next, we have the lemma on boundedness:
Lemma 3.18. Consider 퐼(휆) as in Definition-Proposition 3.15. We have the following identities. For
휌 ∈]휌0, 휌1[, and two weights 푘푏,퓁푏 ∈ 푆0푏 ,‖퐴(퐼)‖푘푏푏,휌→퓁푏푏,휌 = supRe휆=ℎ휌 ‖퐼(휆)‖햧푘푏휆 →햧퓁푏휆 .
Proof. The first step is to reduce to the case 휌 = 0: Since‖퐴(퐼)‖푘푏푏,휌→퓁푏푏,휌 = ‖푒−휌푟퐴(퐼)푒휌푟‖푘푏푏,0→퓁푏푏,0
the action of 퐴(퐼) is equivalent to the action of 퐴휌 on푘푏푏,0 → 퓁푏푏,0, where 퐴휌 is an operator whose kernel
is that of 퐴 multiplied by 푒휌(푟′−푟), i.e it is
ℱ −1ℎ (퐼(ℎ휌 + 푖⋅))(푟 − 푟
′).
Let 퐼휌(휆) = 퐼(휆 + ℎ휌). We deduce that the action of 퐴(퐼, 휌) is equivalent to the action of 퐴(퐼휌, 0) on푘푏푏,0 → 퓁푏푏,0. Next we conjugate to an operator 퐿2 → 퐿2. By definition,‖퐴(퐼휌)‖푘푏푏,0→퓁푏푏,0 =‖‖‖Op [푒−퓇′퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 ′]−1퐶 퐴(퐼휌) Op [푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁]퐶‖‖‖퐿2→퐿2 .
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and ‖퐼(휆)‖
햧
푘푏
휆 →햧
퓁푏
휆
=‖‖‖퐼(Op(푒−퓇′퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 ′), 휆)−1퐼(휆)퐼(Op(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 ), 휆)‖‖‖퐿2→퐿2 .
Now, both maps 퐴 → 퐼(퐴) and 퐼 → 퐴(퐼) are algebra homomorphisms. We deduce that it suffices to
prove the lemma in the case that 푘푏 = 퓁푏 = 0.After this additional reduction, we are left to prove that‖퐴(퐼)‖퐿2→퐿2 = supRe휆=0 ‖퐼(휆)‖퐿2→퐿2 .
This just an avatar of the Plancherel formula. In the language of operator-valued symbols, this can be
proved easily: ‖퐴(퐼)푓‖2퐿2 = ‖ℱ −1ℎ (퐼(푖⋅)) ∗ 푓‖2퐿2
= 1
2휋ℎ
‖ℱℎ (ℱ −1ℎ (퐼(푖⋅)) ∗ 푓) ‖2퐿2
= 1
2휋ℎ
‖퐼(푖⋅)ℱℎ푓‖2퐿2 .
Since ‖ℱℎ푓‖2퐿2 = 2휋ℎ‖푓‖2퐿2 , we obtain the desired identity.  
This lets us extend the definition of the indicial family.
Definition 3.19. Let 퐴 be a convolution operator from 퐶∞푐 (ℝ × 햫) → ′(ℝ × 햫), such that for some
weights 푘푏, 퓁푏, and some 휌 ∈ ℝ,
(3.7) ‖퐴‖푘푏푏,휌→퓁푏푏,휌 <∞.
Let 퐾퐴 be the Schwarz kernel of 퐴. Then we let 퐼(퐴, 휆) be the operator on 햫 whose kernel is
ℱℎ퐾퐴(−푖휆).
This is well defined in a distributional sense for Re휆 = ℎ휌 because of the bounded operator norm (3.7). If
(3.7) is satisfied for all 휌 in some ]휌0, 휌1[, then 퐼(퐴, 휆) depends holomorphically on 휆 forRe휆 ∈]ℎ휌0, ℎ휌1[.
When 퐴 ∈ Ψ퐶(ℝ × 햫), the definitions coincide.
Finally, we get
Proposition 3.20. Let 퐗푏 ∈ Ψ1퐶(ℝ×햫) and let 푘푏 be a weight. Then each 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) has a unique extension
as a closed operator on 햧푘푏휆 (햫). The domain, as a subset of 햧
푘푏
휆 (햫) = 햧
푘푏
0 (햫) ⊂ ′(햫) does not depend on
휆.
Proof. Since 퐗푏 is of order 1, 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) and 퐼(퐗푏, 휆′) differ by an order 0 operator, which acts boundedly
on each 햧푘푏휆 (햫). So it suffices to check the case 휆 = 0. The operator 퐼(퐗푏, 0) ∶ 퐶∞(햫) ⊂ 햧푘푏0 (햫)→ 햧푘푏0 (햫)is unitarily equivalent to the operator
푄 = 퐼(Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 0)−1퐼(퐗푏, 0)퐼( Op푏(푒−퓇퐺푏⟨휉⟩−푁 )퐶 , 0) ∶
퐶∞(햫) ⊂ 퐿2(햫)→ 퐿2(햫)
and푄 is a PDO of order one in 햫. Now the uniqueness of the closed extensions follows from the proof of
[FS11, Lemma A.1]  
As a consequence, the family 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) is a type (A) family, so that we can apply the results from [Kat95].
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3.3. Fredholm Indicial families. We now come back to admissible triples. We start with the easy state-
ment.
Lemma 3.21. Assume that Re(푠) > 1 + 퐶훿 + 퐶(ℎ−1|Re휆| + |푁|) − 퓇 and |Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2. Then 퐼(퐗푏 −
푄푏 − ℎ푠, 휆) is invertible with norm (1∕ℎ) on 햧퓇푚푏+푁휆 , uniformly in 휆 .
Additionally, if either|Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2, and Re(푠) > 1 + 퐶훿 + 퐶(ℎ−1|Re휆| + |푁|) − 퓇, and |Im휆| > 4훿′,
or
Re(푠) > 퐶(1 + 퓇 + ℎ−1|Re휆| + |푁|),
then 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆) is also invertible with norm (1∕ℎ) on 햧퓇푚푏+푁휆 , uniformly in 휆.
Proof. We start with 퐼(퐗푏 −푄푏 −ℎ푠, 휆). From Lemma 3.11 and Definition 3.19, we deduce that 퐼((퐗푏 −
푄푏−ℎ푠)−1, 휆) is well defined for 휆 and 푠 in the announced domain. Lemma 3.18 implies that it is (1∕ℎ)uniformly in 휆. In particular, since 퐴↦ 퐼(퐴) is an algebra homomorphism, we deduce that 퐼(퐗푏 −푄푏 −
ℎ푠, 휆) is invertible with inverse 퐼((퐗푏 −푄푏 − ℎ푠)−1, 휆).Now, we turn to the case of 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆), in the region that 퐼(퐗푏 −푄푏 − ℎ푠, 휆) is invertible. First westudy 퐼(푄푏, 휆). Since 푄푏 is microsupported for |휉| < 3훿′, we can use Lemma 3.14 and Equation (3.5) todeduce that when |Im휆| > 4훿′, 퐼(푄푏, 휆) = (ℎ∞) in Ψ−∞ uniformly in 휆. This implies that 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)is invertible because
퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)퐼(퐗푏 −푄푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1 =
ퟙ + 퐼(푄푏, 휆)퐼(퐗푏 −푄푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1 = ퟙ + (ℎ∞).(3.8)
(the remainder being bounded on the relevant spaces).
Finally, when Re(푠) > 퐶(1 + 퓇 + ℎ−1|Re휆| + |푁|), recall formula (3.4) (removing the 푄푏 part). Wededuce that the Sharp Gårding inequality applies to show that 퐼(퐗−ℎ푠, 휆) is invertible with norm(1∕ℎ)
uniformly in 휆, provided 퐶 is large enough (as in the proof of Lemma 2.9).  
Now we get to the aim of this section.
Proposition 3.22. In the region Re(푠) > 1+퐶훿+퐶(ℎ−1|Re휆|+ |푁|)−퓇 and |Im푠| < ℎ−1∕2, 퐼(퐗푏−ℎ푠, 휆)
is Fredholm of index 0 acting on the spaces 햧퓇푚푏+푁휆 .
Proof. All the work has already been done in some sense, since Formula (3.8) shows that up to an invert-
ible operator, 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆) can be written as ퟙ + 퐾(휆, 푠), where 퐾 is a holomorphic family of compactoperators.  
3.4. Effective continuation. In this last subsection of Section 3, we prove
Theorem 2. Consider an admissible triple (퐗푏, 퐺푏, 푄푏), with affine roots — see Definition 3.24. Then the
inverse (퐗푏−ℎ푠)−1, defined as a bounded operator on 퐿2(ℝ×햫) for Re(푠) > 퐶 for some constant 퐶 > 0,
has a meromorphic extension 퐑퐗푏(푠) to ℂ, as an operator mapping 퐶∞푐 (ℝ × 햫) to ′(ℝ × 햫).
Additionally, there is a Lipschitz non-negative map 푠↦ 휌max(푠) ∈ ℝ+ such that given any푁 ∈ ℝ, and
every 휖 > 0, 퐑퐗푏(푠) is a meromorphic family of bounded operators
푒−(휌max+휖)⟨푟⟩퓇푚푏+푁푏,0 → 푒(휌max+휖)⟨푟⟩퓇푚푏+푁푏,0 .
whenever Re(푠) > 1+퐶훿 +퐶(|휌max(푠)|+ |푁|) −퓇 and |Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2 (with the constants of Lemma 3.11.
At the eventual poles, the order is finite, and the rank of the Laurent expansion is also finite.
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Before going on with the proof, let us come back to the convolution operator on the real line 푇푓 ∶ 푔 ↦
푓 ∗ 푔, with 푓 ∈ ′(ℝ) compactly supported. Since 푓 is compactly supported, 푓̂ is an entire function,
and acts by multiplication on the whole of ℂ. Given 푠 ∈ ℂ, the function (푓̂ − 푠)−1 is a meromorphic
function. So one can define for 푔 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (ℝ),
푅푓 (휆0, 푠)푔(푥) ∶= −푖∫Re휆=Re휆0 푒
휆푥 푔̂(−푖휆)
푓̂ (−푖휆) − 푠
푑휆.
One finds that (푇푓−푠)푅푓 (0, 푠) = ퟙwhen 푠 is not in the closure of 푓̂ (ℝ). By Cauchy’s theorem,푅푓 (휆0, 푠) =
푅푓 (휆′0, 푠)when 푓̂ (−푖휆) does not take the value 푠 in the region Re휆 ∈ [Re휆0,Re휆′0]. Now, consider 휆1 ∈ ℂ
such that 푓̂ (−푖휆1) = 푠, 푓̂ ′(−푖휆1) ≠ 0, and 푓̂ (−푖⋅) does not take the value 푠 another time in a regionRe휆 ∈]Re휆1 − 휖,Re휆1 + 휖[ for some 휖 > 0. Another application of Cauchy’s theorem gives
(3.9) (푅푓 (휆1 + 휖, 푠) − 푅푓 (휆1 − 휖, 푠))푔(푥) = −2푖휋푒휆1푥 푔̂(−푖휆1)푓̂ ′(−푖휆1)
.
Using this argument, one can hope to describe quite precisely a continuation of the resolvent of convolution
operators on the real line. We will be generalizing this argument, replacing “multiplication” by “action in
the 휁 variable”. This heuristics is at the core of Melrose’s b-calculus.
Definition 3.23. Consider 퐗푏 as above. The set of 휆 ∈ ℂ such that 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, ℎ휆) is not invertible is the
set of (푠-)indicial roots of 퐗푏. It will be denoted by Specb(푠) and by construction it is independent of ℎ.
By the analytic Fredholm theorem, the set ℭ ∶= {(휆, 푠) | 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, ℎ휆) is not invertible} is a com-plex analytic submanifold of ℂ2, possibly with algebraic singularities — corresponding to intersection of
indicial roots. The set Specb(푠) is the intersection of ℭ with {(휆, 푠) | 휆 ∈ ℂ}.
Definition 3.24. Given an admissible triple 퐗푏, 퐺푏, 푄푏. If there are 푎푘 ∈ ℝ ⧵ {0} |푎푘| ≤ 퐶 uniformly in
푘, 푏푘 ∈ ℂ such that Specb(푠) = {푎푘푠 + 푏푘} then we say that the roots are affine. We furthermore say that
a root 휆푘(푠) = 푎푘푠 + 푏푘 is positive (resp. negative) depending on the sign of 푎푘 and we denote the set of
positive/negative roots by Specb
±(푠).
From now on, we work under the assumption that this property is verified. We will prove in Sec-
tion 5 that the assumptions are fulfilled for the admissible triples coming from admissible operators (cf.
Definition 1.4) on cusp manifolds .
Furthermore we conjecture:
conjecture 3.25. The roots of an admissible triple are always affine, and for Re푠 = 0, no root is on the
imaginary axis.
Inspecting Lemma 3.21, we conclude that there is a constant 퐶 > 0 such that when 푎푘푠+ 푏푘 is positive,Re푏푘 > −퐶 (resp. Re푏푘 < 퐶 when 푎푘푠 + 푏푘 is negative), and also that |Im푏푘| remains bounded as longas Re푏푘 also does. We call 휌 ∈ ℝ s-regular if Specb(푠) ∩ (휌 + 푖ℝ) = ∅. The above bounds on 푎푘 and 푏푘imply that for any 푠 ∈ ℂ, the set of 푠-regular 휌 ∈ ℝ is open and dense. Furthermore for a 푠-regular 휌,
Lemma 3.21 implies that
퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, ℎ휌 + 푖휉)−1 ∶ 햧
퓇푚푏+푁
ℎ휌+푖휉 → 햧
퓇푚푏+푁
ℎ휌+푖휉
is uniformly bounded in 휉 ∈ ℝ with norm 푂(1∕ℎ) provided that 퓇 > 1 +퐶훿 +퐶(휌+ |푁|) − Re(푠). Thuswe can define
퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠) ∶= 퐴(퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)
−1, ℎ휌) ∶ 퓇푚푏+푁휌,푏 → 퓇푚푏+푁휌,푏
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which is again boundedwith norm푂(1∕ℎ). Indeed one directly checks that (퐗푏−ℎ푠)퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠) = 퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠)(퐗푏−
ℎ푠) = ퟙ. However, 퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠) depends strongly on the choice of 휌 due to the fact that 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1 hassingularities, i.e. that there exist indicial roots. In order to understand the meromorphic continuation one
has examine what happens if indicial roots cross the integration contours.
In order to shorten the notation in the sequel it is convenient to define
퐹 ∶ (푠, 휆)↦ ℎ푒휆푟퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, ℎ휆)−1,
seen as a meromorphic function on ℂ2 taking values in convolution operators on ℝ × 햫. The ℎ factor is
actually chosen such that it becomes ℎ-independent and we have the relation
(3.10) 퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠) ∶= 12휋ℎ ∫휌+푖ℝ 퐹 (푠, 휆)푑휆.
When freezing the 푠 variable, the poles of 퐹 (푠, ⋅) are precisely Specb(푠). We can integrate 퐹 over a smallclosed curve 훾 around a pole 휆0, enclosing only 휆0, and obtain its residue Res(퐹 (푠, ⋅), 휆0) in the 휆 variable.With this notation, we can state an equivalent to equation (3.9):
Lemma 3.26. Let 휌 < 휌′ be 푠-regular for some 푠 ∈ ℂ. We define
Specb(푠, 휌, 휌′) ∶= {휆 ∈ Specb(푠) | 휌 < Re휆 < 휌′}
These are always finite sets. Then we have
퐑퐗푏ℎ휌′(푠) − 퐑
퐗푏
ℎ휌(푠) = ℎ
−1
∑
휆∈Specb(푠,휌,휌′)
Res(퐹 (푠, ⋅), 휆)
Proof. That the sets are finite follows from the uniform estimates on 푎푘, 푏푘. The identity is a consequenceof Cauchy’s theorem and (3.10).  
The following lemma is crucial in the proof:
Lemma 3.27. For 푠, 휆 ∈ ℂ, let 퐵(푠, 휆) ∶= ℎ−1 Res(퐹 (푠, ⋅), 휆). Consider a parametrized indicial root
휆푘(푠) = 푎푘푠 + 푏푘. Then the map
푠 ↦ 퐵(푠, 휆푘(푠))
is a meromorphic function of 푠, and the set of poles is contained in the set of 푠’s such that 휆푘(푠) crosses
another root.
Proof. Since we already know that we can parametrize the roots without algebraic singularities — in the
words of Kato, there is no branching point — this is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.8 in [Kat95,
p.70]  
Now we can come back to the proof of our theorem.
Proof of theorem 2. First, we focus on the meromorphic continuation of the Schwartz kernel of the resol-
vent. Recall from Lemma 3.21 that there is 퐶 such that 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 푖휉) is invertible for Re(푠) > 퐶 and inthis half plane, we write define
퐑퐗푏(푠) = 퐴(퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1, 0).
If 휌1 < 0 < 휌2 are such that {Re휆 ∈ [휌1, 휌2]} does not intersect Specb(푠) then we deduce that 퐑퐗푏(푠) is
bounded on all spaces 푘푏푏,휌 for 휌 ∈ [휌1, 휌2], given that the weight 푘푏 is large enough.
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We want to construct a meromorphic continuation of 퐑퐗푏(푠) to all ℂ and therefore we have to take care
of the indical roots that cross the contour at Re(휆) = 0. We define the set of positive (resp. negative)
visible roots at 푠 as
Specb
푣±(푠) = {휆푘(푠) ∈ Specb
±(푠)| ± Re(휆푘(푠)) < 0.}
By the uniform bounds on 푎푘, 푏푘 we deduce, that for any 푠 ∈ ℂ, Specb푣±(푠) are a finite sets.Let 풰 be the set of 푠 ∈ ℂ such that 0 is 푠-regular, i.e Specb(푠) ∩ 푖ℝ = ∅. For 푠 ∈ 풰 , we set
(3.11) 퐑퐗푏(푠) ∶= 퐑퐗푏0 (푠) −
∑
휆∈Specb푣+(푠)
퐵(푠, 휆) +
∑
휆∈Specb푣−(푠)
퐵(푠, 휆).
As 퐑퐗푏0 (푠) is holomorphic on any connected component of of 풰 and as 퐵(푠, 휆푘(푠)) are meromorphic byLemma 3.27 this defines a mermorphic family on 풰 . It remains to prove that we can patch the different
connected components of 풰 (which are vertical strips) together:
Therefore take 푠0 such that 0 is not 푠0-regular, we consider 휌 < 0 < 휌′ small enough such that
Specb(푠0, 휌, 휌′) ⊂ 푖ℝ. Then, for 푠 in a small vertical strip 퐷 around 푠0, 휌 and 휌′ are still 푠-regular. For
푠 ∈ 퐷 we split Specb(푠, 휌, 휌′) = Specb+(푠, 휌, 휌′) ∪ Specb−(푠, 휌, 휌′) into the positive and negative indicialroots and we define for 푠 ∈ 퐷
퐑퐗푏(푠) ∶= 퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠) +
∑
휆∈Specb−(푠,휌,휌′)
퐵(푠, 휆)
+
∑
휆∈Specb푣−(푠),Re(휆)>휌′
퐵(푠, 휆) −
∑
휆∈Specb푣+(푠),Re(휆)<휌
퐵(푠, 휆)
= 퐑퐗푏ℎ휌′(푠) −
∑
휆∈Specb+(푠,휌,휌′)
퐵(푠, 휆)
+
∑
휆∈Specb푣−(푠),Re(휆)>휌′
퐵(푠, 휆) −
∑
휆∈Specb푣+(푠),Re(휆)<휌
퐵(푠, 휆)
The equality between the two expressions follows from Lemma 3.26. By construction and by Lemma 3.27
퐑퐗푏(푠) defines a meromorphic operator on the strip 퐷. It only remains to check that on 풰 ∩ 퐷 both
definitions of 퐑퐗푏(푠) coincide. But this is again a direct consequence of Lemma 3.26.
Now we will determine on which functional spaces this meromorphic continuation acts. To this end,
we focus on the structure of the residues 퐵 of 퐹 . Let us assume that 휆0 is an 푠-indicial root, and that for
휖 > 0, there are no other indicial roots in {휆, |휆 − 휆0| ≤ 휖}. In that case,
퐵(푠, 휆0) =
1
2푖휋ℎ ∫|휆−휆0|=휖 퐹 (푠, 휆)푑휆.
We will need the lemma:
Lemma 3.28. For 휖 > 0 and 휌 ∈ ℝ, we have the equality of spaces
푒휌푟+휖⟨푟⟩Op푏(푒−퓇퐺)퐻푁 (ℝ × 햫) = Op푏(푒−퓇퐺)푒휌푟+휖⟨푟⟩퐻푁 (ℝ × 햫).
The corresponding norms are equivalent with (1) constants as ℎ→ 0.
Proof. It suffices to prove that both
푒−휌⟨푟⟩Op푏(푒−퓇퐺)−1푒휌⟨푟⟩Op푏(푒−퓇퐺), Op푏(푒−퓇퐺)−1푒−휌⟨푟⟩Op푏(푒−퓇퐺)푒휌⟨푟⟩
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are bounded on 퐿2(ℝ × 햫). However since the quantization is properly supported, these operators are
pseudo-differential with symbols in 1 +(ℎ푆−1+). Hence they give rise to bounded operators on 퐿2(ℝ×
햫).  
With 휆0, 휖 as above we deduce‖퐵(푠, 휆0)‖푒−2휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,Re휆0→푒2휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,Re휆0 ≤ 퐶휖∕ℎ sup|휆−휆0|=휖 ‖푒−휆0푟−2휖⟨푟⟩
Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩)−1퐹 (푠, 휆) Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩)푒휆0푟−2휖⟨푟⟩‖퐿2→퐿2 .
Denote by 푆 the operator in the norm, and by푊 the operator of convolution with the Fourier transform
of 푒−휖⟨푟⟩. We have that 퐿2(ℝ×햫) = 퐿2(ℝ)⊗퐿2(햫), so we consider an element of the form 푓 (휆′)푔(휁 ), and
compute the Fourier transform in the 푟 variable of 푆(푓̂ ⊗ 푔). We obtain that it takes the form 푊푆 ′푊
with
푆 ′ = 퐼(Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩)−1, 휆)퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1퐼(Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩), 휆)훿(휆′ − 휆 + 휆0)
(Since푊 푓 (휆′) is holomorphic in a strip |Re휆′| < 2휖, this formula makes sense.) This is equal to a product
푒̂−휖⟨푟⟩(휆′ − 휆 + 휆0)푊 푓 (휆 − 휆0)푆 ′′푔, with 푆 ′′ equal to
퐼(Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩)−1, 휆)퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1퐼(Op(푒−퓇퐺−푁 log⟨휉⟩), 휆).
Recall that Re푠 > 1 +퐶훿 +퐶(|휌max(푠)|+ |푁|) − 퓇 and |Im푠| ≤ ℎ−1∕2, so we can apply Lemma 3.22, andfor each 휆 considered, this is a bounded operator. We obtain the desired result
(3.12) ‖퐵(푠, 휆0)‖푒−2휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,Re휆0→푒2휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,Re휆0 ≤ 퐶(푠, 휖)∕ℎ.
On the other hand, using Lemma 3.18, we obtain that when 휌 is 푠-regular,
(3.13) ‖‖‖퐑퐗푏ℎ휌(푠)‖‖‖퓇푚푏푏,휌 →퓇푚푏푏,휌 ≤ 퐶푠,휌
Consider now 푠 ∈ 풰 .
휌max(푠) ∶=max{0}∪{|Re휆| | 휆 ∈ Specb푣+(푠) or 휆 ∈ Specb푣−(푠)} .(3.14)
By the uniform bounds on 푎푘, 푏푘 it varies continuously with 푠. Combining Equations (3.11), (3.12) and(3.13), we deduce that for any 휖 > 0,
(3.15) ‖‖‖퐑퐗푏(푠)‖‖‖푒−휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,−휌max→푒휖⟨푟⟩푘푏푏,휌max ≤ 퐶푠,휌
To obtain the boundedness for 푠 ∈ ℂ ⧵풰 , one can use similar arguments.
Consider a pole 푠 of 퐑퐗푏(푠) corresponding to an indicial root crossing 휆0. From the considerationsabove, it follows that the Laurent expansion has its image contained in the direct sum of
(3.16) 푒휆0푟퐻0 ⊕⋯⊕ 푟푘푒휆0푟퐻푘,
where퐻0,… ,퐻푘 are finite dimensional subspaces of 햧푘푏휆0(햫), related to the images of the Laurent expan-sion of 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)−1 around 휆0. In particular, this is finite dimensional.  
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4. BLACK BOX FORMALISM AND MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we introduce a black box formalism in the spirit of [SZ91]. Let 퐿 → 푀 be a general
admissible bundle in the sense of Definition A.8, with 휅 cusps 푍1,… , 푍휅 . Take 햺 > 퐚, and let
(4.1) 퐿2햺(푀,퐿) =
{
푓 ∈ 퐿2(푀,퐿)
|||| ∫ 푓 |푦>햺푑휃 = 0
}
.
We have the orthogonal decomposition
(4.2) 퐿2(푀,퐿) = 퐿2햺(푀,퐿)⊕휅퓁=1 퐿2
(
] log 햺,+∞[× 향, 푒−푟푑푑푟푑 휁
)
.
In Section 3, we used the measure 푑푟푑 휁 instead of 푒−푟푑푑푟푑 휁 . In particular,
퐿2(푒−푟푑푑푟푑 휁) = 푒푟푑∕2퐿2(푑푟푑 휁).
Example 4.1. In the case that 퐿→푀 → 푁 is an admissible bundle, the fibre 향 is just the sphere 핊푑 .
In Equation (4.2), the first term will be regarded as a black box and the second one as the free space. In
the case of elliptic operators, one can really isolate the black box, because it can be embedded in another
space where the relevant operator — mostly the Laplacian — has compact resolvent. However in our
case, since being Anosov is a global property, such surgery cannot be performed a priori.
We can define extension and restriction operators. Let 휙 ∈ 퐶∞(푀,퐿). We let 풫 햺퓁 휙 be the function in
퐶∞([log 햺,+∞[× 향,햫) obtained by restriction to the cusp푍퓁 and integrating in the 휃 variable. Conversely,let 휙 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (] log 햺,+∞[× 향,햫). We consider it as a function ℰ 햺퓁휙 supported in cusp 푍퓁, not dependingon 휃. We have 풫 햺퓁ℰ 햺퓁 = ퟙ. We extend these definitions to distributions by duality: for 푣 ∈ ′(푀,퐿) and
푢 ∈ ′([log 햺,+∞[× 향,햫),⟨ℰ 햺퓁푢, 휙⟩ ∶= ⟨푢,풫 햺퓁 휙⟩, and ⟨풫 햺퓁 푣, 휙⟩ ∶= ⟨푣,ℰ 햺퓁휙⟩.
Note that after this extension we can applyℰ 햺퓁 equally to 퐶∞([log 햺,∞[) and the compostionℰ 햺퓁풫 햺퓁 is welldefined. Given a function 휒 ∈ 퐶∞([log 햺,+∞[) that is constant near 햺, we can see 휒 as the operator
(4.3) 휒 =∑
퓁
휒(햺)(ퟙ − ℰ 햺퓁풫
햺
퓁 ) + ℰ
햺
퓁휒(푟)풫
햺
퓁 .
(here 휒(푟) is the multiplication operator.) We also define
ℰ 햺 =
휅∑
퓁=1
ℰ 햺퓁, and 풫 햺 =
휅∑
퓁=1
풫 햺퓁 .
In this section, we will define a class of operators that preserve this structure, and review some of their
properties. Then, we will conclude on the meromorphic extension of the resolvent of admissible such
operators.
4.1. The class of cusp-b-pseudors. Now that we have added some structure to our space 퐿2(푀,퐿),
we need to determine a reasonnable class of operators that will preserve the structure. First consider a
differential operator 푃 that commutes with 푦휕휃 and 푦휕푦 in each cusp, for 푦 > 햺. It acts thus on the space
of smooth functions supported in a cusp that do not depend 휃. We denote by 푃 0푏,퓁 that restriction for eachcusp 푍퓁. Then we find that for 푖 = 1… 휅, acting on ′(푀,퐿),
풫 햺퓁 푃 = 푃
0
푏,퓁풫
햺
퓁 .
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We also have the dual statement, acting on 퐶∞푐 (]햺,+∞[× 향,햫):
ℰ 햺퓁푃
0
푏,퓁 = 푃ℰ
햺
퓁.
Since we want to use anistropic spaces that can only be defined using pseudo-differential operators, we
have to accept slightly different relations. Indeed, pseudo-differential operators cannot be exactly sup-
ported on the diagonal.
Definition 4.2 (cusp-b-operators). Let 퐴 be an operator 퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿) → ′(푀,퐿). We say that 퐴 is ablack box operator with precision 퐶 ≥ 1 at height 햺 if acting on 퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿),
(4.4) 풫 퐶햺퐴(ퟙ − ℰ 햺풫 햺) = 0,
and acting on 퐶∞푐 (] log(퐶햺),+∞[× 향,햫),
(4.5) (1 − ℰ 햺풫 햺)퐴ℰ퐶햺 = 0.
If additionally for each 퓁 = 1… 휅, 풫 햺퓁퐴ℰ
퐶햺
퓁 acts on 퐶
∞
푐 (] log(퐶햺),+∞[× 향,햫) as the restriction of a
translation invariant operator 퐴0푏,퓁 on sections ofℝ×햫, that is supported for |푟− 푟′| ≤ log퐶 , we say that
퐴 is a cusp-b-operator.
We define by 퐴푏,퓁 ∶= 푒−푟푑∕2퐴0푏,퓁푒
푟푑∕2 which is again translation invariant. In this way, while 퐴0푏,퓁 acts
naturally on 퐿2(ℝ × 햫, 푒−푟푑푑푟푑 휁), 퐴푏,퓁 acts on 퐿2(ℝ × 햫, 푑푟푑 휁 ).
Finally, if 퐴 ∈ Ψ(푀,퐿) is also a pseudo-differential operator, we say that 퐴 is a cusp-b-pseudor, and
write 퐴 ∈ Ψ푏,퐶(푀,퐿).
Example 4.3. In the case of the geodesic flow 푀 = 푆∗푁 , the vector field of the geodesic flow 푋 is a
cusp-b-operator with precision 1. We also have
푋0푏,퓁 = cos휑휕푟 + sin휑휕휑, and 푋푏,퓁 = cos휑휕푟 +
푑
2
cos휑 + sin휑휕휑.
In what follows the constant 햺 will be fixed a priori, it is a geometric data of the problem, and we will
mostly not mention it. Let us give a word of explanation. Condition (4.4) implies that if 푓 has zero mean
value in the 휃 variable in each cusp for 푦 > 햺, then the mean value of 퐴푓 in the 휃 variable vanishes when
푦 > 퐶햺. The condition (4.5) is the dual version of the assumption: it means that if 푓 was supported only
in cusps for 푦 > 퐶햺, and did not depend on 휃, then 퐴푓 would be supported in 푦 > 햺, and also not depend
on 휃.
Proposition 4.4. Let 퐴 ∈ Ψ푏,퐶(푀,퐿). Then for 퓁 = 1… 휅, 퐴푏,퓁 ∈ Ψ푏,퐶(ℝ × 햫)— see Definition 3.3.
This follows directly from the definition.
Definition 4.5. Let 휎 ∈ 푆0(푀,퐿). Assume that in each cusp, 휕휃휎 = 0 for 푦 > 햺, and for 푟 > log 햺,
퓁 = 1… 휅, let
(4.6) 휎푏,퓁(푟, 휁 ; 휆, 휂) = 휎(푒푟, 휃, 휁 ; 푒−푟휆, 퐽 = 0, 휂)|푍퓁 .
Assume that 휎푏,퓁 does not depend on 푟 for 퓁 = 1… 휅. Then we say that 휎 is a b-symbol of order 0 and
write 휎 ∈ 푆0푏 (푀,퐿). Given a cusp-b-symbol 푚 of order 0, we correspondingly define 푆
푚
푏 (푀,퐿) the set
of cusp-b-symbols of order 푚.
By a direct computation, one gets:
Proposition 4.6. For a general admissible bundle 퐿 → 푀 → 푁 any 휎 ∈ 푆(푀,퐿) that is invariant
under the action of local isometries 푇휏,휃 (cf. equation (1.6) in each cusp is a cusp-b-symbol.
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We also get
Lemma 4.7. Let 휎 ∈ 푆푏(푀,퐿). Then for 퓁 = 1… 휅, 휎푏,퓁 ∈ 푆푏(ℝ×햫)— see Definition-Proposition 3.6.
Proof. From the considerations in Section A.1.1, we deduce that 휎푏,퓁 satisfies usual symbol estimates on
ℝ × 햫. The 푟-invariance follows from the definition.  
Let us consider 휎 ∈ 푆푏(푀,퐿) and the corresponding operator Op(휎). According to Proposition A.11,by adjusting the parameter 햺 ≥ 퐚, we get that Op(휎) satisfies Equation (4.5). It is not difficult to check
that it also satisfies Equation (4.4) for similar reasons. We now consider its restriction to functions 푓
supported in the cusp 푍퓁 and not depending on 휃. Actually, we want to compute directly {Op(휎)}푏,퓁
instead of {Op(휎)}0푏,퓁, so we take a function in the form 푒푟푑∕2푓 (푟, 휁), so that the action of Op(휎) on 퐿2(퐿)
— with the measure 푒−푟푑푑푟푑 휁 — will correspond to the action on 퐿2(ℝ × 햫, 푑푟푑 휁 ). By definition, we
get for 푒−푟푑∕2Op(휎)푒푟푑∕2푓 :
1
(2휋ℎ)푑+1+푘 ∫ 휒Op
(
log 푦
푦′
)
푒
푖
ℎ (⟨푦−푦′,푌 ⟩+⟨휁−휁 ′,휂⟩)
휎
||||푍퓁
(
푦 + 푦′
2
,
휁 + 휁 ′
2
, 푌 , 퐽 = 0, 휂
)
푓 (푦′, 휁 ′)
√
푦
푦′
푑푦′푑휁 ′푑푌 푑휂.
We take the coordinate change 푟 = log 푦 and 휆 = (푦 + 푦′)푌 ∕2. The volume form becomes
2푒푟′+(푟−푟′)∕2
푒푟 + 푒푟′
푑푟′푑휆푑휁푑휂.
The phase:
Φ(푟, 휆, 휁 , 휂) = ⟨휁 − 휁 ′, 휂⟩ + 2휆 tanh 푟 − 푟′
2
The symbol under the integral giving Op(휎)푓 is now in the form
휒Op(푟 − 푟′)푓̃ (푟′, 휁 ′)휎푏,퓁
(
푟 + log 1 + 푒
푟′−푟
2
,
휁 + 휁 ′
2
, 휆, 휂
)
.
where 푓̃ = 풫퓁푓 . Since 휎푏,퓁 does not depend on 푟, we deduce that
{Op(휎)}푏,퓁푓̃ (푟, 휁) ∶=∫ 푒
푖
ℎΦ(푟,휆,휁 ,휂)휒Op(푟 − 푟′)푓̃ (푟′, 휁 ′)
휎푏,퓁
(
휁 + 휁 ′
2
, 휆, 휂
)
2푒(푟+푟′)∕2
푒푟 + 푒푟′
푑푟′푑휆푑휁푑휂
(2휋ℎ)1+푘
Provided that the support of the cutoff 휒퐶 chosen after Equation (3.2) is slightly larger than the supportof 휒Op, we can find a symbol 휎̃푏,퓁 ∈ 푆푏(ℝ × 햫) such that
{Op(휎)}푏,퓁 = Op
푏(휎̃푏,퓁)퐶 .
We have proved
Proposition 4.8. Let 휎 ∈ 푆푏(푀,퐿). Then, Op(휎) ∈ Ψ푏,퐶(푀,퐿), where 퐶 > 1 is a constant chosen in
the construction of the quantization and there is a symbol 휎̃푏,퓁 ∈ 푆푏(푀,퐿). When the height 햺 at which
휎 starts being invariant varies, we can change the quantization and keep the same constant 퐶 .
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4.2. Meromorphic continuation of resolvents of admissible b-operators. In this section, we will need
the crucial compactness lemma:
Lemma 4.9. Let 퐿→푀 be a general admissible bundle as in Definition A.8. Let 햺 > 퐚 and
퐻1햺 (푀,퐿) ∶=
{
푓 ∈ 퐻1(푀,퐿) ||| 풫 햺푓 = 0} .
This is a closed subspace of퐻1(푀,퐿). Then,퐻1햺 (푀,퐿)↪ 퐿
2(푀,퐿) is compact.
Proof. We can adapt the argument of Lax-Phillips [LP67]. Let 휒 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (ℝ, [0, 1]) be equal to one in aneighbourhood of 0 and set 휒푛(푦) ∶= 휒(푦∕푛). Consider the multiplication operator 휒푛(푦) of in each cusp
푍퓁 of푀 . From Rellich’s theorem, 휒푛 is compact for all 푛. Now, assume that as 푛→ +∞, 휒푛 restricted to
퐻1햺 (푀,퐿) has the injection퐻1햺 (푀,퐿)↪ 퐿2(푀,퐿) as norm limit. Then that injection has to be compactalso.
To show that it is a norm limit we have to show that for 푓 ∈ 퐻1햺 (푀,퐿),‖푓‖퐿2(푀,퐿),푦>푛 ≤ 퐶푛‖푓‖퐻1(푀,퐿),
with a constant퐶푛 → 0 as 푛→ +∞. We useWirtinger’s inequality: consider a unimodular latticeΛ ⊂ ℝ푑and 핋Λ = ℝ푑∕Λ. For 푓̃ ∈ 퐻1(핋Λ) with ∫ 푓̃ = 0, we have‖푓̃‖퐿2 ≤ 퐶Λ‖∇푓̃‖퐿2 .
Now, with 휅 the number of cusps,
‖푓‖2퐿2(푀,퐿),푦>푛 = 휅∑
퓁=1
∫푦>푛
푑푦푑 휁
푦푑+1
‖푓 (푦, 휁 , ⋅)‖2
퐿2
(
핋Λ퓁
)
≤ 퐶 휅∑
퓁=1
∫푦>푛
푑푦푑 휁
푦푑+1
‖휕휃푓 (푦, 휁 , ⋅)‖2
퐿2
(
핋Λ퓁
)
≤ 퐶 1
푛2
‖푓‖퐻1(푀,퐿).
 
We have a statement for general weights.
Definition-Proposition 4.10. We pick some smooth function 푟′(푟) equal to log 햺 for 푟 ≤ log퐶햺, and equal
to 푟 when 푟 > log퐶2햺. Then we denote by 푒휌푟′ the corresponding black box multiplication operator as in
Equation (4.3). Then, given 퓇, 푁 ∈ ℝ, we define
퐻퓇퐦+푁휌 (푀,퐿) ∶= 푒
휌푟′퐻퓇퐦+푁 (푀,퐿).
Let 휌 < 휌′. Then the injection퐻퓇퐦+푁+1휌 (푀,퐿)↪ 퐻
퓇퐦+푁
휌′ (푀,퐿) is compact.
Proof. From the choice of 푟′, we can reduce directly to the case of 퓇 = 0 and 푁 = 0. Applying 푒(휌−휌′)푟′ ,
we can also reduce to the case 휌 < 0 = 휌′. Then we can adapt the argument from before, adding a
contribution from the 0-th Fourier mode that decays as 푒휌 log 푛‖푓‖퐿2 .  
Definition 4.11. Let 퐿 → 푀 be a general admissible bundle. Let  be a derivation on sections of
퐿 extending a vector field 푋 on 푀 . Also assume that 퐗 ∶= ℎ ∈ Ψ푏(푀,퐿). Assume that the flow
generated by 푋 is Anosov, and that we can construct escape functions 퐺훿 ∈ 푆푏(푀,퐿) for any 훿 > 0 in
the spirit of Lemma 2.3. Then we say that 퐗 is a general admissible operator. We denote by 퐸푢,푠 and 퐸∗푢,푠
the corresponding stable and unstable bundles.
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Proposition 4.12. Let 퐿 → 푀 be a general admissible bundle and let 퐗 a general admissible operator.
Let 훿 > 0. Let 퐺 be a corresponding escape function. Let 푄 ∈ Ψ−∞푏 (푀,퐿) be microsupported in |휉| <
3푅훿, and elliptic in |휉| < 2푅훿 — as the 푄 used in Proposition 2.10. Then for each 퓁, (퐗푏,퓁, 퐺푏,퓁, 푄푏,퓁) is
an admissible triple in the sense of Definition 3.8. Additionally, its roots are affine.
This follows directly from the definition, and the computations made in Section 5. The proof of Propo-
sitions 2.10 and 2.11 apply, so we get a first parametrix ℛ푄(푠) ∶= 퐗 − 푄 − ℎ푠 with norm (ℎ−1).
Consider 휒 ∈ 퐶∞(ℝ) such that 휒(푟) = 0 for 푟 < log(퐶햺), and 휒(푦) = 1 for 푟 > log(퐶2햺). Recall that
퐑푄,퓁(푠) = (퐗푏,푙 +푄푏,퓁 − ℎ푠)−1 and that 퐑퐗푏,퓁 (푠) was the meromorphic continuation of 퐗푏,푙 constructed inthat exists from Theorem 2 . We let
ℛ′푄(푠) ∶=ℛ푄(푠) +
∑
퓁
ℰ퓁휒
[
퐑퐗푏,퓁 (푠) − 퐑푄,퓁(푠)
]
휒풫퓁
and this is meromorphic as a function of 푠 ∈ ℂ. Next, let us define for 휏 ∈ ℝ
(4.7) 휌′max(휏) ∶= sup{휌max,퓁(푠′) |Re푠′ ≥ 휏}.
Since 휌max is a continuous function, 휌′max also is.
Lemma 4.13. Assume that 휌′max(휏)+|푁| < 퐶(퓇+휏) for some 휏 < 0. Then for 푠 ∈ ℂwithRe푠 > 휏,ℛ′푄(푠)
is a meromorphic family of bounded operators from 퐻퓇퐦+푁−휌′푚푎푥(휏)−휖 to 퐻
퓇퐦+푁
휌′푚푎푥(휏)+휖
for any 휖 > 0. Additionally,
we can write
(퐗 − ℎ푠)ℛ′푄(푠) = ퟙ +퐾(푠),
where 퐾(푠) is a meromorphic family of compact bounded operators on 퐻퓇퐦+푁±(휌′푚푎푥(휏)+휖) → 퐻
퓇퐦+푁
±(휌′푚푎푥(휏)+휖)
for
any 휖 > 0. Additionally, ퟙ +퐾(푠) is invertible for Re푠 large enough.
As a consequence, we get the main theorem of this article:
Theorem 3. Let 퐗 = ℎ be a general admissible operator (see Definition 4.11) on a general admis-
sible bundle 퐿 → 푀 (see Definition A.8) and assume, that the indicial roots are affine in the sense of
Definition 3.24. The Schwartz kernel ofℛ(푠) ∶= ( − 푠)−1 has a meromorphic continuation to ℂ. The
corresponding poles are finite order, finite rank. We also have the wavefront set statements:
(4.8) WF′(ℛ(푠)) = WF′ℎ(ℛ(푠)) ∩ 푇 ∗(푀 ×푀) ⊂ Δ(푇 ∗푀) ∪ Ω+ ∪ 퐸∗푠 × 퐸∗푢 .
Furthermore, if 푠0 is a pole and
ℛ(푠) =
퐽∑
푗=1
퐴푗
(푠 − 푠0)푗
+ℛ퐻 (푠)
is the Laurent expansion, with holomorphic partℛ퐻 (푠) then,
(4.9) WF′(퐴푗) ⊂ 퐸∗푠 × 퐸∗푢 and WF′(ℛ퐻 (푠0)) ⊂ Δ(푇 ∗푀) ∪ Ω+ ∪ 퐸∗푠 × 퐸∗푢 .
Proof of Lemma 4.13. The meromorphy has already been proved, and the invertibility for large Re푠 > 0
also. It suffices now to show that 퐾(푠) is compact on the appropriate space.
The first observation is that from a standard resolvent identity, we have for 퓁 = 1… 휅,
(4.10) 퐑퐗푏,퓁 (푠) − 퐑푄,퓁(푠) = 퐑퐗푏,퓁 (푠)푄푏,퓁 퐑푄,퓁(푠).
This is a bounded operator from 푒−(휌max,퓁(푠)+휖)⟨푟⟩퓇푚푏−푁푏 to 푒(휌max,퓁(푠)+휖)⟨푟⟩퓇푚푏+푁푏 (it is smoothing).
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Now, we compute (퐗 − ℎ푠)ℛ′푄(푠), and we find that the operator 퐾(푠) writes as the sum of two terms.The first one is
(4.11) ∑
퓁
ℰ퓁[퐗푏,퓁, 휒]퐑퐗푏,퓁 (푠)푄푏,퓁 퐑푄,퓁(푠)휒풫퓁.
This operator is compact on퐻퓇퐦−휌′푚푎푥(휏)−휖 since its maps it continuously to ퟙ푦<퐶퐻퓇퐦+푁 for some푁 > 0—here we are applying Theorem 2 crucially.
The other term in 퐾(푠) is
(4.12) 푄ℛ푄(푠) −
∑
퓁
ℰ퓁휒푄푏,퓁 퐑푄,퓁(푠)휒풫퓁.
Applying (퐗 −푄 − ℎ푠) on the right, we obtain
푄 −
∑
퓁
ℰ퓁휒푄푏,퓁휒풫퓁 +
∑
퓁
ℰ퓁휒푄푏,퓁 퐑푄,퓁(푠)[휒,퐗푏,퓁 −푄푏,퓁]풫퓁.
Since 휒(푦) = 1 when 푦 > 퐶2햺, we get that
풫 퐶
3햺
[
푄 −
∑
퓁
ℰ퓁휒푄푏,퓁휒풫퓁
]
= 0
Using Theorem 2 again, we deduce that the corresponding contribution to 퐾(푠) is a compact operator.
Using the boundedness of퐑푄,퓁(푠) from Lemma 3.21, we deduce that the other term maps퐻퓇퐦휌 to퐻퓇퐦+푁−푁for each푁 ; it is thus compact. This concludes the proof.  
Proof of Theorem 3. From Lemma 4.13, using the Gohberg Sigal theorem [GS71] — see theorem C.7
in [DZ] for a version in english — we deduce thatℛ′푄(푠)(1 + 퐾(푠))−1 is a meromorphic right inverse to
(퐗 − ℎ푠). As for Re(푠) > 0 퐗 − ℎ푠 is invertible, it has to coincide with the inverse there and we deduce
it is a meromorphic continuation of (퐗 − ℎ푠)−1. Since 퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿) is contained in all spaces 퐻퓇퐦+푁휌 , wededuce the meromorphic extension of the Schwartz kernel. In particular, the poles do not depend on the
choice of space.
It remains to show the announced property on the wavefront set. We can use the arguments from [DZ16,
page 18 of the ArXiV version] again as in the end of the proof of theorem 2. We reproduce the argument
here. We have by the second resolvent identity
(4.13) ℛ(푠) = ℎℛ푄(푠) − ℎℛ푄(푠)푄ℛ푄(푠) +ℛ푄(푠)푄ℛ(푠)푄ℛ푄(푠).
(one can check that all the terms in the equation are well defined). The wave front set of the first term in
the RHS is contained in the announced wavefront set forℛ(푠), so we concentrate in the second and third
term. For both of them, theirWF′ℎ ∩푇 ∗(푀 ×푀) is a subset of{
(푥, 휉, 푥′, 휉′)
|||| ∃(푥1, 휉1, 푥′1, 휉′1), (푥, 휉, 푥1, 휉1) ∈ WFℎ(ℛ푄(푠)푄),(푥′1, 휉′1, 푥′, 휉′) ∈ WFℎ(푄ℛ푄(푠))
}
.
This is contained in 퐸+훿 × 퐸−훿 , where
퐸±훿 = {(푥, 휉) ∈ 푇
∗푀 | ∃ 푇 > 0, |Φ±푇 (푥, 휉)| ≤ 3푅훿}.
Since the wavefront set ofℛ(푠) does not depend on 훿, we can let it go to 0. The intersection of the퐸+훿 ×퐸−훿for 훿 ≥ 0, is exactly 퐸∗푠 × 퐸∗푢 .
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For the Wavefront set at a pole 푠0 we consider (4.13). Comparing the Laurent coefficients we obtain
퐴퐽 =ℛ푄(푠)푄퐴퐽푄ℛ푄(푠).
We can apply the same argument as above and obtain WF′(퐴퐽 ) ⊂ 퐸∗푠 × 퐸∗푢 . For the other coefficientsas well as ℛ퐻 (푠0) we can argue inductively. Indeed, formula (4.13) will provide us with a formula forthe Laurent coefficients that will involve other Laurent coefficients 퐴푗 of higher order and derivatives of
ℛ푄(푠) in the 푠 parameter. But as 휕푠ℛ푄(푠) = −ℛ푄(푠)2, the wavefront set of its derivatives is contained inthe same set.  
5. EXPLICIT COMPUTATIONS FOR THE GEODESIC FLOW
In this section, we come back to the case of admissible bundles over 푆∗푁 with 푁 an admissible cusp
manifold. We prove
Theorem 4. Let푁 be an admissible cusp manifold, 퐿 →푀 = 푆∗푁 be an admissible bundle and  an
admissible lift of the geodesic flow vectorfield (cf. Definition 1.1 and 1.4).
Then the resolventℛ(푠) ∶= ( − 푠)−1. has a meromorphic continuation to ℂ. Furthermore we have
the same wavefront estimates (4.8) and (4.9) as in Theorem 3.
Finally, we can compute the 휌′max(휏). For functions it is the positive part of −휏 − 푑∕2. For the action
on fiber bundles (or with a potential), consider the 퐴퓁 in the definition of  over 푍퓁. Then let 퐴퓁,max be
maximum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of 퐴퓁, and 퐴max be the maximum over 퓁. Then 휌′max(휏) is
the positive part of 퐴max − 휏 − 푑∕2.
According to the proof of Theorem 3 it suffices to show, that the roots are affine in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.24. This will be shown in Lemma 5.11.
We will explicitly calculate the indicial roots for an admissible lift of the geodesic flow in the sense of
Definition 1.4. We do this in three steps: First we compute the family of indicial operators for admissible
lifts. Then we determine the indicial roots for the scalar case, and finally deduce the precise formula for
the indicial roots of an admissible vector bundle.
5.1. The Indicial operator for admissible lifts. From now on let푀 = 푆∗푁 be the sphere bundle over
an admissible cusp manifold, 퐿 → 푀 an admissible vector bundle and  an admissible lift in the sense
of Definition 1.4. Set 퐗 = ℎ and fix a cusp푍퓁. Then, as a first step towards the indicial family, we wantto calculate the b-operator 퐗푏,퓁 acting on sections of ℝ × 햫퓁 → ℝ × 향. Recall that in Example 3.1 wehave already determined that 햫퓁 = 핂×휏퓁푉퓁 → 향 = 핂 ∕필 = 핊푑 . In order to give an explicit expressionof the operator we use the coordinates 푟 ∈ ℝ and and spherical coordinates (휑, 푢) ∈ [0, 휋] × 핊푑−1 on 핊푑
as introduced in Section 1.1.
Lemma 5.1. 퐗 ∈ Ψ푏,1(푀,퐿) is a cusp-b-operator and its associated b-operator 퐗푏,퓁 in Ψ푏,1(ℝ × 햫퓁) as
defined in Definition 4.2 is given by
(5.1) 퐗푏,퓁 = ℎ
[
cos(휑)휕푟 +
푑
2
cos(휑) + ∇(퓁)푋헀헋 + 퐴퓁
]
,
where ∇(퓁) is the canonical connection on 햫퓁, 퐴퓁 ∈ End(푉퓁)필 is given by Definition 1.4 and acts as a
zero-th order operator on 햫퓁 and 푋헀헋 = sin휑휕휑 is the vector field of the gradient flow on 핊푑 .
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Proof. Let us fix a cusp 푍퓁 and consider a section 푓 ∈ 퐶∞(푆∗푍퓁, 퐿) supported in {푦 > 햺}. Recallthat 퐿|푆∗푍퓁 = Λ퓁∖픾×휏퓁푉퓁, thus we can identify 푓 with a function 푓̃ ∶ Λ퓁∖픾 → 푉퓁, that is right 필-equivariant, i.e. 푓̃ (Λ퓁푔푚) = 휏퓁(푚−1)푓̃ (Λ퓁푔). Note that the geodesic flow on 푆∗푍퓁,푓 ≅ Λ퓁∖픾 ∕필 is
given by the right 픸-action and we can write3
(5.2) (퐗푓̃ )(Λ퓁푔) = ℎ
[
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푓̃ (Λ퓁푔푒퐻푡) + 퐴퓁푓̃ (Λ퓁푔)
]
for a suitably normalized 퐻 ∈ 픞 = Lie(픸). Let us check that 퐗 preserves sections that are independent
of the 휃 variable. Note that w.r.t. the ℕ픸핂 decomposition, this means that 푓̃ (Λ퓁푛푔) = 푓̃ (Λ퓁푔) (cf.Section 1.2). That such functions are preserved under 퐗 is obviouse by (5.2). Consequently 퐗 is a black-
box operator according to Definition 4.2.
Let us thus remove the dependencies in 휃 ∈ Λ퓁∖ℕ and consider the operator 퐗0푏,퓁 acting on sec-
tions 푓 ∈ 퐶∞(ℝ × 향,ℝ × 햫퓁). Further identify these sections with right 필-invariant functions 푓̃ ∶
픸×핂 → 푉퓁. By the ℕ픸핂-Iwasawa decomposition we can write any 푔 ∈ 픾 in a unique way as
푔 = 푛푁퐴퐾(푔)푎푁퐴퐾(푔)푘푁퐴퐾(푔). With this notation we can write
퐗0푏,퓁푓̃ (푎, 푘) = ℎ
[
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푓̃ (푎푁퐴퐾(푎푘푒퐻푡), 푘푁퐴퐾(푎푘푒퐻푡)) + 퐴퓁푓̃ (푎, 푘)
]
= ℎ
[
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푓̃ (푎푎푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡), 푘푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡)) + 퐴퓁푓̃ (푎, 푘)
]
where we used the identities 푎푁퐴퐾(푎푔) = 푎 ⋅ 푎푁퐴퐾(푔) and 푘푁퐴퐾(푎푔) = 푘푁퐴퐾(푔). This formula showsdirectly that 퐗0푏,퓁 commutes with translations in the 픸 direction and we have thus shown that 퐗 is a cusp-
b-operator according to Definition 4.2. It finally remains to express 퐗0푏,퓁 in the coordinates 푟, 휑, 푢 of
ℝ × 핊푑 ≅ 픸×핂 ∕필 as introduced above. In particular we have to identify the differential operators
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푎푎푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡) on 픸 ≅ ℝ, and
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푘푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡) on 핂 ∕필 ≅ 핊푑 .
As these differential operators are independent of the choice of the vector bundle we can simply restrict
to the scalar case and compare to the expression of the geodesic flow vector field in coordinates that have
been calculated in Example 3.4 (cf. also Equation (1.8)). This yields 푑
푑푡 |푡=0푎푎푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡) ≅ cos휑휕푟 and
푑
푑푡 |푡=0푘푁퐴퐾(푘푒퐻푡) ≅ sin휑휕휑 = 푋헀헋. Taking into account the definition of the canonical connection on
햫퓁 = 핂×휏퓁푉퓁 we get
퐗0푏,퓁 = ℎ
[
cos휑휕푟 + ∇
햫퓁
푋헀헋
+ 퐴퓁
]
In order to pass from 퐗0푏,퓁 to 퐗푏퓁 one simply has to conjugate the differential operator by 푒−푟푑∕2 whichcreates the additional 푑∕2 cos휑 term in (5.1)  
Now from Equation (5.1) and the definition 3.12 of the indicial family we directly obtain:
Corollary 5.2. For 퐗푏퓁 as in Lemma 5.1 one has
(5.3) 퐼(퐗푏,퓁, 휆) = 휆 cos휑 + ℎ
[푑
2
cos휑 + ∇햫퓁푋헀헋 + 퐴퓁
]
.
3The identification of the canonical connection on reductive homogenouse spaces can be found inmany geometry textbooks.
For a short exposition in the context of geodesic flows on vector bundles over locally symmetric spaces we refer to [KW17,
Section 1.1.5].
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5.2. Finding the indicial roots for functions. In this section, we focus on the action on functions. In that
case,  = 푋 and 퐗 = ℎ푋. Since the flow is the same for each cusp, we can safely drop the dependence
in the index 퓁. We compute the indicial roots of 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) − ℎ푠. As this operator will frequently show upin the sequel we introduce the shorter notation
(5.4) 푃휆 ∶= 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) = ℎ sin휑휕휑 + [휆 + ℎ푑∕2] cos휑.
Le us introduce some notations which we will need to formulate the spectral properties of 푃휆. Recallthat we have introduced the coordinates (휑, 푢) ∈ [0, 휋] ×핊푑−1 on 핊푑 . Consider the projection of 핊푑 to the
equatorial plane. It is a smooth chart on both strict hemispheres. We denote these smooth restrictions by
휅 ∶ {(휑, 푢) ∈ 핊푑|휑 < 휋∕2} → {푥 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ ‖푥‖ < 1}(5.5)
and
휅 ∶ {(휑, 푢) ∈ 핊푑|휑 > 휋∕2} → {푥 ∈ ℝ푑 ∶ ‖푥‖ < 1}(5.6)
Note that (휌, 푢) ∶= (sin휑, 푢) ∈ [0, 1] × 핊푑−1 are exactly the radial coordinates in both charts.
For further reference we recall that the Taylor expansion in radial coordinates at 0 for 푓 ∈ 퐶푛(ℝ푑) can
be written in the following fashion
(5.7) 푓 (휌, 푢) = ∑|휇|≤푛 휕
휇
푥푓 (0)
휇!
⋅ 휌|휇| ⋅ Υ휇(푢) + 표(휌푛), as 휌→ 0.
Here 휇 ∈ ℕ푑 is a multindex, Υ휇 ∈ 퐶∞(핊푑−1) is the monomial 푥휇, 푥 ∈ ℝ푑 , of degree |휇| restricted to the
unit sphere 핊푑−1 ⊂ ℝ푑 .
Let us come back to 푃휆. According to Lemma 3.17, to determine the indicial roots, it suffices to considerthe action of 푃휆 on 햧퓇푚푏0 (핊푑), that we denote just 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑). Inspecting the Formula (5.4), we see that is agradient vector field plus a complex potential. The study of Pollicott-Ruelle resonances for Morse-Smale
gradient flows was studied in detail by Dang and Rivière [DR16]. In particular, the spaces they defined
are quite similar to 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑).
Lemma 5.3. There is an 휖 > 0 such that the following holds.
∙ Let 푓 ∈ ′(핊푑) be supported in the 휖-neighbourhood of the North Pole. Then 푓 ∈ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑) if
and only if 푓 ∈ 퐻−퐶퐺퓇(핊푑).
∙ Let 푓 ∈ ′(핊푑) be supported in the 휖-neighbourhood of the South Pole. Then 푓 ∈ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑) if
and only if 푓 ∈ 퐻퐶퐺퓇(핊푑).
Proof. We already know that high in the cusp, 퐸∗푠 is close to (퐸푢0)∗ (corresponding to constant curvature.Since microlocally around 퐸∗푠 ,퐻퓇퐦푙표푐 is modelled after퐻−퐶퐺퓇, it suffices to check that[
(퐸푢0)
∗] (푦, 휃, ) ≃ 푇 ∗핊푑 .
Using the fact that unstable manifolds are tangent sets to horoballs, we get that at the North pole,
(퐸푠0) =
{
푑휑 = 0
푑푦 = 0
, (퐸푢0) =
{
푑푦 = 0
푑휃
푦
= 푢⋅푑휑
2
, 푋 = 푦 휕
휕푦
,
Since 퐸푠0 is then just span(휕휃1 ,… , 휕휃푑 ), 퐸∗푠 is the annulator of 푇푍 ⊂ 푇 (푆∗푍). This is exactly what wewanted to prove, whence cometh the conclusion for the North pole. For the South pole, the arguments are
similar.  
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The following lemma shows that in the charts 휅 , , the operator 푃휆 takes a particularly simple form
Lemma 5.4. On the Northern Hemisphere, the function 2 tan(휑∕2)∕ sin휑 is an analytic, nonzero function
and expressed in the (휌, 푢)-charts, defined above we have(
2 tan(휑∕2)
sin휑
)−푠
(푃휆 − ℎ푠)
(
2 tan(휑∕2)
sin휑
)푠
=
√
1 − 휌2
(
ℎ휌휕휌 − ℎ푠 + 휆 + ℎ
푑
2
)
.
On the Southern Hemisphere, the function 2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑 is an analytic, nonzero function and expressed
in the (휌, 푢)-charts, defined above we have
(2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑)−푠 (푃휆 − ℎ푠) (2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑)
푠
=
√
1 − 휌2
(
−ℎ휌휕휌 − ℎ푠 − 휆 − ℎ
푑
2
)
.
Proof. The results follows from a straightforward calculation using standard trigonometric identities. 

Let휇 ∈ ℕ푑 be amultindex, then thewe define the standard dirac distributions onℝ푑 by 훿(휇)0 ∶ 퐶∞푐 (ℝ푑) ∋
푓 ↦ (휕휇푥푓 )(0). Recall that all distributions onℝ푑 , supported in 0 are linear combinations of finitely many
훿(휇)0 . Furthermore
(5.8) 휌휕휌훿(휇)0 = −(|휇| + 푑)훿(휇)0 .
If 휅 is the chart of the Northern Hemisphere, then we define for any 휆 ∈ ℂ the distribution
훿(휇) ,휆 ∶=
(
2 tan(휑∕2)
sin휑
)휆∕ℎ−(|휇|+푑∕2)
휅∗ 훿
(휇)
0 ∈ ′(핊푑),
and for 휅 the chart of the Southern Hemisphere, we define the distribution
훿(휇) ,휆 ∶= (2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑)−휆∕ℎ+(|휇|+푑∕2) 휅∗훿(휇)0 ∈ ′(핊푑).
Combining (5.8) with Lemma 5.4 we obtain
[푃휆 − (휆 − ℎ(|휇| + 푑∕2))]훿(휇) ,휆 = 0
[푃휆 + (휆 − ℎ(|휇| + 푑∕2))]훿(휇) ,휆 = 0(5.9)
and up to linear combinations these are the only eigendistributions of 푃휆 supported in the North or SouthPole.
We next want to study the kernels of the operators 푃휆 on 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑). According to Proposition 3.20, each
푃휆 has a unique closed extension, and the domain 퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑) does not depend on 휆, so that 휆 ↦ 푃휆 is atype (A) family as in Kato [Kat95].
Lemma 5.5. Let 퓇 > 0, 휆 ∈ ℂ, then for Re(푠) > −퓇퐶퐺 + 푑∕2 + |Re(휆∕ℎ)| the operator (푃휆 − ℎ푠) ∶
퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑)→ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑) is injective unless
(5.10) 휆 = ±ℎ[푠 + (푑∕2 + 푛)].
with 푛 ∈ ℕ and has finite dimensional kernel in this range.
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Proof. Assume that 푤 ∈ ′(핊푑) is a distribution that fulfills (푃휆 − ℎ푠)푤 = 0. Then we can distinguishtwo cases: Either 푤|핊푑⧵{ ,} = 0 or not.
In the first case, 푤 must be a linear combination of 훿(휇)∕ and from (5.9) we deduce that the possible
solutions are either 휆 = ℎ(푠 + 푛 + 푑∕2) and 푤 is a linear combination of 훿(휇) ,휆 with |휇| = 푛 or 휆 =
−ℎ(푠 + 푛 + 푑∕2) and 푤 is a linear combination of 훿(휇) ,휆, again with |휇| = 푛.Whether these distributional solutions belong to 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑), or not, depends on 퓇. Suppose that 퓇퐶퐺 >
푛 + 푑∕2, 푛 ∈ ℕ, then locally around the South Pole, according to Lemma 5.3, distributions in 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑)
have to be of positive Sobolev order, so none of the Dirac distributions 훿(휇) ,휆 is allowed. Near the North
Pole, distributions are allowed to be in 퐻−푛−푑∕2−휀(핊푑), again from Lemma 5.3 and consequently, all the
distributions 훿(휇) ,휆 with |휇| ≤ 푛 are contained in 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑). With the same reasoning we conclude that for
퓇퐶퐺 < −푛 − 푑∕2, none of the distributions 훿(휇) ,휆 but all 훿(휇) ,휆 with |휇| < 푛 are contained in 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑).
In the second case, i.e. 푤|핊푑⧵{ ,} ≠ 0 we work in 핊푑 ⧵ { ,} with the coordinates (휑, 푢) ∈
]0, 휋[×핊푑−1. As 푃휆 is independent of 푢 we can choose a product form 푤|핊푑⧵{ ,} = 푓 ⊗ 푔 with 푓 ∈′(]0, 휋[) and 푔 ∈ ′(핊푑−1). Thus the PDE reduces to the (ordinary) differential equation (푃휆−ℎ푠)푓 = 0.By ellipticity, 푓 has to be a smooth function on ]0, 휋[ and for every 휆, 푠 there is a unique solution
푓 (휑) = (sin휑)−푑∕2−휆∕ℎ(2 tan(휑∕2))푠.
We now have to discuss under what conditions 푓 ⊗ 푔 can be extended to a distribution in 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑):
Assume that 퓇퐶퐺 > 푛 + 푑∕2, then from Lemma 5.3 and the Sobolev embedding theorem, distributionshave to be 퐶푛(핊푑) in a neighbourhood of the South Pole. Going to the charts 휅 we obtain
(2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑)푠푤 = 휌−푑∕2−휆∕ℎ−푠 ⊗ 푔.
As in a neighbourhood of the South Pole, (2 tan(휑∕2) sin휑)푠 is a smooth nonvanishing 퐶∞(핊푑) function
we have to extend 휌−푑∕2−휆∕ℎ−푠 ⊗ 푔 to a 퐶푛-function on ℝ푛. According to (5.7) this is possible if either
Re(−푑∕2− 휆∕ℎ− 푠) > 푛 or if −푑∕2− 휆∕ℎ− 푠 = 푘 for some 푘 = 0,… , 푛 and 푔 is a linear combination of
Υ휇 with |휇| = 푘 (or in other words, 푔 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 푘). Note that the first caseis ruled out by the condition on Re(푠) that we supposed in the assumptions of the Lemma.  
Let us now discuss the converse to Lemma 5.5. That is to say, determine whether the kernel is never
empty when 휆 = ±ℎ(푠+푘+푑∕2), or not. In the+ case, we already have an equivalence, so we focus on the
case that 휆 = −ℎ(푠+푘+푑∕2). The question is whether the functions 푓 ⊗Υ휇, |휇| = 푘, can be extended to
distributions over the whole sphere 핊푑 . We have ℎ푠 = −휆− ℎ(푘+ 푑∕2). Let et 푔 = Υ ∈ ℝ푘(핊푑−1) wheredenotes the space of homogeneous polynomial of degree 푘 restricted to the unit sphere. We introduce the
notation
(5.11) 푓 0 ,Υ,휆 = (sin휑)−푑∕2−휆∕ℎ(2 tan(휑∕2))−(푘+푑∕2+휆∕ℎ) ⊗ Υ(푢).
If we express these functions in the (휌, 푢) coordinates in a neighbourhood of the North Pole we get(
2 tan(휑∕2)
sin휑
)푘+푑∕2+휆∕ℎ
푓 0 ,Υ,휆 = 휌−푑−2휆∕ℎ−푘Υ(푢).
Note that 2 tan(휑∕2)∕ sin휑 is a nonvanishing 퐶∞(핊푑) function near  , so this is in 퐿1푙표푐(핊푑) and a le-gitimate distribution whenever 푘 + 2Re휆∕ℎ < 0. Now, using the ideas of Hadamard regularization as
in [Hör03, Theorem 3.2.4], we can show that 푓 0 ,Υ,휆 extends from Re휆 < −ℎ푘∕2 to the whole of ℂ asmeromorphic family of distributions 퐹 ,Υ,휆. When 휓 ∈ 퐶∞(핊푑) is not supported around , the value of
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퐹 ( ,Υ, 휆)(휓) is given by 푓 0 ,Υ,휆(휓), so we can concentrate on the case of 휓 supported around  , andassociate it with a smooth function 휓̃ supported in {휌 < 휖} in ℝ푑 such that when Re휆 < −ℎ푘∕2,
푓 0 ,Υ,휆(휓) = ∫휌≤휖 휌
−2휆∕ℎ−푘−1휓̃(휌푢)Υ(푢)푑푢푑휌.
Integrating by parts in the 휌 variable,푁 times when Re휆 < −ℎ푘∕2, we obtain that
푓 0 ,Υ,휆(휓) =
푁−1∏
푗=0
1
2휆∕ℎ + 푘 − 푗 ∫휌≤휖 휌
−2휆∕ℎ−푘+푁−1Υ(푢)푑(푁)휌푢 휓̃ ⋅ (푢 ⊗⋯⊗ 푢)푑푢푑휌.
The expression in the RHS is obviously meromorphic for Re휆 < ℎ(푁 − 푘)∕2. The poles are situated at
휆 = ℎ(푗 − 푘)∕2, with 푗 = 0,… , 푁 − 1, and they are of order 1. Since the residue at such a pole does not
depend on the level of regularization푁 , we can choose푁 = 푗 + 1. Then the residue is given by
ℎ
2푗! ∫ Υ(푢)푑푗+1휌푢 휓̃(푢 ⊗⋯⊗ 푢)푑휌푑푢.
But 푑푗+1휌푢 휓̃(푢 ⊗⋯⊗ 푢) equals 휕푗+1휌 휓̃(휌푢), so that this is just
ℎ
2푗! ∫핊푑−1 Υ(푢)푑
푗
0휓̃(푢 ⊗⋯⊗ 푢)푑푢.
(which is a linear combination of 훿(휇) ,휆, with |휇| = 푗). The finite part of 퐹 ,Υ,휆 at such a point is adistribution 퐴푗 such that 퐴푗 coincides with 푓 ,Υ,ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 in 핊푑 ⧵ . Additionally, since we have for all 휆
(푃휆 + 휆 + ℎ(푘 + 푑∕2))퐹 ,Υ,휆 = 0,
Differentiating in the parameter 휆, we deduce that(
푃ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 + ℎ
푘 + 푗 + 푑
2
)
퐴푗 + (1 + cos휑)
ℎ
2푗!
∑
|휇|=푗 푎휇훿
(휇)
 ,ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 = 0,
where 푎휇 = ∫핊푑−1 Υ(푢)Υ휇(푢)푑푢. Consider 퐸푗 the space of distributions supported in { }, of order < 푗.Choosing a basis of such distributions of decreasing order, we find that 푃ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 acts on 퐸푗 in an uppertriangular fashion, and the diagonal coefficients are non singular. We deduce that 푃ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 is invertible
on 퐸푗 . In particular, since (푃ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 + ℎ푘+푗+푑2 )2퐴푗 ∈ 퐸푗 , we can find 푒푗 ∈ 퐸푗 such that (푃ℎ(푗−푘)∕2 +
ℎ푘+푗+푑
2
)2(퐴푗 + 푒푗) = 0. In particular, the kernel is non empty, and there is an order 2 Jordan block.
Definition 5.6. When 휆 ≠ ℎ(푗 − 푘)∕2 with 푗, 푘 some integers, and Υ ∈ ℝ푘(핊푑), we denote by 푓 ,Υ,휆 the
continuation 퐹 ,Υ,휆. When 휆 = ℎ(푗−푘)∕2, 푓 ,Υ,휆 will instead refer to the distribution퐴푗+푒푗 thus defined.
Before we proceed, it will be useful to introduce some notations. Given 푔, 푓 ∈ 퐶∞(핊푑−1) real valued,
we let ⟨푓, 푔⟩ = ∫핊푑−1 푓푔.
We also denote by ℝ푛(핊푑−1) the set of functions on the sphere that are restrictions of real homogeneouspolynomials of order 푛 on ℝ푑 .
As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 5.5, we get the following explicit description of the generalized
eigenstates of 푃휆:
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Lemma 5.7. Let 휆 ∈ ℂ, 푛 ∈ ℕ and 퓇퐶퐺 > 푑 + 푛 + 2|Re(휆∕ℎ)|, consider the operator 푃휆 ∶ 퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑) →
햧퓇푚푏(핊푑), and the kernel of 푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛) ± 휆:
∙ If 휆 ∉ ℎℤ∕2, then for any 푛 ∈ ℕ, there are no Jordan Blocks, and
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛) + 휆) = span
{
푓 ,Υ휇 ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛}
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛) − 휆) = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛}
∙ If 휆 = ℎ푘∕2, 푘 ∈ ℕ, and 푛 = 0,… 푘−1, there are no Jordan Blocks for 푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2+ 푛) − 휆, and
one has
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푘)∕2) = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛} .
∙ For 휆 = ℎ푘∕2 and 푛 = 푘, 푘+1,… one has Jordan Blocks of index 2 for 푃휆 +ℎ(푑∕2+ 푛) − 휆, and
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푘)∕2)2 = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆, 푓 ,Υ휈 ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛, |휈| = 푛 − 푘} .
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푘)∕2) = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆, 푓 ,Υ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛,
Υ ∈ ℝ푛−푘(핊푑−1), ⟨Υ,Υ휈⟩ = 0, ∀|휈| = 푛}
∙ If 휆 = −ℎ푘∕2, 푘 ∈ ℕ, and 푛 = 0,… 푘 − 1, there are no Jordan Blocks for 푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛) + 휆,
and one has
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푟)∕2) = span
{
푓 ,Υ휇 ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛} .
∙ For 휆 = −ℎ푘∕2 and 푛 = 푘, 푘 + 1,… one has Jordan Blocks of index 2 for 푃휆 + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛) + 휆,
and
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푘)∕2)2 = span
{
푓 ,Υ휇 ,휆, 훿
(휈)
 ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛, |휈| = 푛 − 푘} .
ker(푃휆 + ℎ(푑 + 2푛 − 푘)∕2) = span
{
푓 ,Υ,휆, 훿(휈) ,휆
||| |휈| = 푛 − 푘
Υ ∈ ℝ푛(핊푑−1), ⟨Υ,Υ휇⟩ = 0, ∀|휇| = 푛 − 푘}.
Since 푃휆 − ℎ푠 acts as a Fredholm operator of index 0 in that range, we get directly that
Corollary 5.8. The indicial roots of the action on functions are globally parametrized holomorphic func-
tions.
5.3. Indicial roots for fiber bundles. After this study of the action on functions, we come back to the
action on admissible vector bundles 햫 = 핂×휏퓁푉퓁 → 핂 ∕필 ≅ 핊푑 . For the moment let us fix a cuspand drop the index 퓁. Note that Definition 1.4 does not assume that 휏퓁 is an irreducible필 representation.However, we can reduce the problem to the irreducible case: If (휏, 푉 ) decomposes into irreducible unitary
representations (휎푖,푊푖), then
(5.12) 퐿2(핊푑 ,핂×휏푉 ) =
푛⨁
푖=1
퐿2(핊푑 ,핂×휎푖푊푖).
Furthermore, using the explicit form of 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) from (5.3) and the fact that according to Definition 1.4 thenonscalar zero order term 퐴 is필 equivariant, we conclude that 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) preserves this splitting. Finally,
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we have to take into account that we do not want to study the operator acting on 퐿2 but rather on the
anisotropic spaces 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫). Recall that the escape function is a purely scalar symbol. We can pick the
quantization so that scalar symbols are mapped to operators that preserve the decomposition (5.12)— that
is a lower order term condition. In particular, 퐼(Op푏(푒−푟퐺푏), 휆) acts on 퐿2(핊푑 ,핂×휎푖푊푖) as a principallyscalar operator. Thus we assume from now on that we have fixed a cusp and that (휏, 푉 ) is irreducible. By
the irreducibility, the필 equivariant term 퐴 has to be scalar by Schur’s Lemma and the indicial operator
퐼(퐗푏, 휆) = 휆 cos휑 + ℎ
[푑
2
cos휑 + ∇햫푋gr + 퐴
]
becomes a sum of a covariant derivative plus a scalar term. It will thus be convenient to study its action
on local trivializations by orthogonal parallel frames: Let 푏1 ,… , 푏dim푉 be an orthonormal basis of thefibre 햫 over the North Pole  ∈ 핊푑 . Any point (휑, 푢) ∈ 핊푑 ⧵ {} can be connected to  by a path
[0, 1] ∋ 푡 ↦ (푡휑, 푢) in a unique way and via parallel transport along these paths we can can define the
orthonormal basis 푏푖 (휁 ) of the fibre over 휁 ∈ 핊푑 ⧵{}. Similarly we chose a orthonormal parallel frame
푏푖 (휁 ) on 핊푑 ⧵ { }. Comparing these two orthonormal frames on the equator 휑 = 휋∕2, 푢 ∈ 핊푑−1 we geta smooth gluing function ℊ ∶ 핊푑−1 → 푂(푉 ) such that
ℊ(푢)푏푖 (휋∕2, 푢) = 푏푖 (휋∕2, 푢), for 푖 = 1,… , dim푉 .
With this gluing function we can express the transformation under the change of trivialisation for 푤 ∈′(핊푑 ⧵ { ,},햫) as follows
푤 =
dim푉∑
푘=1
푤푘 푏푘 (휑, 푢)
=
dim푉∑
푙=1
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
dim푉∑
푘=0
⟨ℊ(푢)푏푘 (휋∕2, 푢), 푏푙 (휋∕2, 푢)⟩푉
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
=∶ℊ푙,푘(푢)
푤푘
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푏푙 (푢, 휑)
Having introduced these orthonormal frames we can prove.
Lemma 5.9. If we fix a cusp and consider 햫 = 핂×휏푉 for an irreducible unitary필 representation (휏, 푉 ),
then the operator 퐼(푋푏 − ℎ푠, 휆) ∶ 퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫)→ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫) is injective unless
휆 = ±ℎ[푠 − 퐴 + (푑∕2 + 푛)],
where 퐴 ∈ End(푉 )필 has been identified with a scalar by Schur’s lemma and 푛 ∈ ℕ.
Proof. Let us reduce the problem to the case of functions, dealt with by Lemma 5.5: Suppose that 푤 ∈
퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫) ⧵ {0} with 퐼(퐗푏 − ℎ푠, 휆)푤 = 0. Then one of the following cases holds:
First case: supp(푤) ⧵ { ,} ≠ ∅. Then we can expand the restriction of 푤 to 핊푑 ⧵ { } in the
orthonormal trivialisation 푏푘 and get
푤핊푑⧵{ } =
∑
푤푘 푏푘 (휑, 푢)
for distributions 푤푘 ∈ ′(핊푑 ⧵ { }). From the fact that ∇푋헀헋푏푘 = 0 we deduce that[
ℎ(푋헀헋 + 푑∕2 cos휑) + 휆 cos휑 − ℎ(푠 − 퐴)
]
푤푘 = 0
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Next, using that 푤 ∈ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫) and Lemma 5.3 we conclude that 푤푘 ∈ 퐻퐶퐺퓇(핊푑), in a small neigh-bourhood around  . Furthermore at least one 푤푘 must be nonvanishing on 핊 ⧵ { ,}. We are thusprecisely in the setting of the second case in Lemma 5.5 and we deduce with the same arguments that
such a distribution only exists if 푠 − 퐴 = −푑∕2 − 휆∕ℎ − 푛 and the eigendistributions are precisely given
by a linear combination of 푓 ,휆,Υ휇 with |휇| = 푛.
Second case: supp(푤) =  . Then we use the same trivialisation as above. This would require distribu-
tions 푤푘 ∈ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑) with supp푤푘 =  . But as Lemma 5.3 requires these distributions to have positiveSobolev regularity, they have to be zero.
Third case: supp(푤) = . Then using the trivialisation on 핊푑 ⧵ {푆} we write:
푤 =
∑
푤푘 푏푘 (휑, 푢), with 푤푘 ∈ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑), supp(푤푘 ) =
and [
ℎ(푋헀헋 + 푑∕2 cos휑) + 휆 cos휑 − ℎ(푠 − 퐴)
]
푤푘 = 0.
We are thus precisely in the setting of the first case in Lemma 5.5 and we deduce that such distributions
only exist if ℎ(푠 −퐴) = 휆 − ℎ(푘 + 푑∕2) and they are precisely given by linear combinations of 훿(휇) ,휆 with|휇| = 푘.  
As in the case of functions, we have to care about the extension of those distributions coming from
푓 ,Υ휇 ,휆 and check which still remain in the kernel of the indicial operator. Therefore the following no-
tation is convenient: Given Υ = (Υ(1),… ,Υ(dim푉 )) ∈ (ℝ푛(핊푑−1))dim푉 , define the section 퐹 ,Υ,휆 ∶=∑dim푉
푙=1 푓 ,Υ(푙),휆푏푙 . In order to understand the extension in the sense of homogenous distributions at the
North Pole we use the definition of 푓 ,Υ,휆 (Eq. (5.11)) and pass to the trivialisation 푏푙 :
퐹 ,Υ,휆 = (sin휑)−
푑
2−
휆
ℎ (2 tan(휑∕2))−(푛+
푑
2+
휆
ℎ )
dim푉∑
푙=1
(dim푉∑
푖=1
ℊ푙,푖(푢)Υ(푖)(푢)
)
푏푙
We see that each coefficient in front of 푏푙 is again a homogenous distribution around  of degree
휌−푑−2휆∕ℎ−푛 and we can apply the discussion before Definition 5.6 to extend each of the coefficient dis-
tributions. We conclude that the extension remains in the kernel of the indicial operator if and only if one
of the following condition holds:
∙ 휆 ∉ ℎℤ∕2
∙ (2휆∕ℎ + 푛) < 0
∙ 휆 = ℎ푘∕2, 푘 ∈ ℤ, 푛 ≥ −푘 and
(5.13) ∫핊푑−1
(
Υ휇(푢)
dim푉∑
푖=1
ℊ푙,푖(푢)Υ(푖)(푢)
)
푑푢 = 0
for all 푙 = 1,… , dim푉 |휇| = 푛 + 푘, and Υ휇 ∈ ℝ푛+푘(핊푑−1).
We will denote the set of all Υ ∈ (ℝ푛(핊푑−1))dim푉 that fulfill (5.13) by 풩푛,푘. Obviously 풩푛,푘 is a subvec-
torspace of (ℝ푛(핊푑−1))dim푉 .
Lemma 5.10. Fix a cusp and a unitary irreducible representation (휏, 푉 ). Consider 햫 = 핂×휏푉 → 핊푑 . Let
휆 ∈ ℂ, 푛 ∈ ℕ and 퓇퐶퐺 > 푑+푛+2|Re(휆∕ℎ)|, consider the operator 퐼(퐗푏, 휆) ∶ 퐷퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫)→ 햧퓇푚푏(핊푑 ,햫)
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and identify 퐴 ∈ End(푉 )필 with a complex number by Schur’s Lemma. We give the following description
of the generalized eigenspaces
풦 푗휆,푛,± ∶= ker(퐼(퐗푏, 휆) + ℎ(푑∕2 + 푛 − 퐴) ± 휆)
푗
by distinguishing the following cases:
∙ If 휆 ∉ ℎℤ∕2 then for all 푛 ∈ ℕ there are no Jordan Blocks, i.e. 풦 2휆,푛,± =풦
1
휆,푛,±, and
풦 1휆,푛,+ = span
{
푓 ,Υ휇 ,휆푏푙
||| 푙 = 1,… , dim푉 , |휇| = 푛}
풦 1휆,푛,− = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙
||| 푙 = 1,… , dim푉 , |휇| = 푛}
∙ If 휆 = ℎ푘∕2, 푘 ∈ ℕ, and 푛 = 0,… 푘−1, there are no Jordan Blocks, i.e. 풦 2휆,푛,− =풦
1
휆,푛,− and one
has
풦 1휆,푛,− = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙
||| 푙 = 1,… , dim푉 , |휇| = 푛} .
∙ For 휆 = ℎ푘∕2 and 푛 = 푘, 푘 + 1,… one has Jordan Blocks of index 2 i.e. 풦 3휆,푛,− =풦
2
휆,푛,−
풦 2휆,푛,− = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙 , 퐹 ,Υ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛, 푙 ≤ dim푉 ,Υ ∈ ℝ푛−푘(핊푑−1)dim푉} .
풦 1휆,푛,− = span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙 , 퐹 ,Υ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛, 푙 ≤ dim푉 ,Υ ∈ 풩푛−푘,푛} .
∙ If 휆 = −ℎ푘∕2, 푘 ∈ ℕ, and 푛 = 0,… 푘 − 1, there are no Jordan Blocks풦 2휆,푛,+ = 풦
1
휆,푛,+, and one
has
풦 1휆,푛,+ = span
{
퐹 ,Υ,휆 ||| Υ ∈ ℝ푛(핊푑)dim푉} .
∙ For 휆 = −ℎ푘∕2 and 푛 = 푘, 푘 + 1,… one has Jordan Blocks of index 2 i.e. 풦 3휆,푛,+ =풦
2
휆,푛,+, and
풦 2휆,푛,+= span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙 , 퐹 ,Υ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛 − 푘, 푙 ≤ dim푉 ,Υ ∈ ℝ푛(핊푑−1)dim푉} .
풦 1휆,푛,+= span
{
훿(휇) ,휆푏푙 , 퐹 ,Υ,휆
||| |휇| = 푛 − 푘, 푙 ≤ dim푉 ,Υ ∈ 풩푛,푛−푘} .
Taking into account that an admissible cusp manifolds has only finitely many cusps and that over each
cusp, the finite dimensional unitary representation 휏퓁, 푉퓁 that describes the admissible vector bundle overthe cusp, splits into finitely many irreducible subrepresentations, we obtain the following
Corollary 5.11. For an admissible cusp manifold and an admissible vector bundle in the sense of Def-
inition 1.4, the indicial roots depend holomorphically on 휆. Their multiplicities are finite and can be
calculated by Lemma 5.10.
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APPENDIX A. QUANTIZATION ON MANIFOLDS WITH CUSPS AND PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES
A.1. Symbols on non-compact spaces. Since we are working with pseudo-differential operators acting
on fiber-bundles over non-compact manifolds, it is important to clarify what notion of symbols we are
using. We want to use symbols in the usual Kohn-Nirenberg class, but we have to be a slightly careful
to take into account the lack of compacity of the manifold. Throughout our arguments, we refer to 퐶푘
functions as functions with 퐶푘 regularity, and 풞 푘 functions as elements of the corresponding Banach
space. The notation 풞 푘 implies the use of a metric to measure the size of the derivatives. Given a
hermitian vector bundle 퐿 → 푀 over a Riemannian manifold, endowed with a compatible connection,
we can also define 풞 푘(푀,퐿) spaces as well as Sobolov spaces퐻 푠(푀,퐿). We introduce
Definition A.1 (Kohn-Nirenberg metric). Assume that (푀,푔) is a Riemannian manifold. Then its cotan-
gent bundle decomposes as
푇 (푇 ∗푀) = 퐻 ⊕ 푉 ,
where 푉 = ker 푑휋, with 휋 ∶ 푇 ∗푀 →푀 the usual projection. The so-called horizontal space퐻 is given
by the Levi-Civita connexion. We have natural identifications 푉 ≃ 퐻 ≃ 푇푀 , so we can define horizontal
and vertical lifts — see [GK02]. We define the metric 푔 on 푇 ∗푀 by
푔(푥,휉)(푋푣 + 푌 ℎ,푊 푣 +푍ℎ) = 푔푥(푌 ,푍) +
1
1 + 푔(휉, 휉)
푔푥(푋,푊 )
Lemma A.2. Assume that the curvature tensor of (푀,푔) is bounded and so are all its covariant deriva-
tives. Then the same holds for (푇 ∗푀,푔).
This can be proved using the expressions for the curvature tensor of such a metric presented in [GK02].
From now on, whenever푀 is a Riemannian manifold, its cotangent bundle will be endowed with 푔.
Definition A.3 (Symbol classes). Let (퐿, ‖ ⋅ ‖) → (푀,푔) be a Riemannian or Hermitian vector bundle
over푀 with compatible connection ∇. Assume that both the curvatures of 퐿 and푀 are bounded, as are
all their covariant derivatives. Then, the semiclassical Kohn-Nirenberg symbols 푆푛(푀,퐿) on 퐿 of order
푛 are family of sections 휎ℎ ∶ 푇 ∗푀 ↦ ℒ (퐿,퐿) parametrized by a parameter 0 < ℎ ≤ ℎ0 such that for all
푘 ∈ ℕ, there is 퐶푘 independent of ℎ such that‖∇푘휎ℎ(푥, 휉)‖ ≤ 퐶푘⟨휉⟩푛.
Note that∇푘휎ℎ is a section of the bundle (푇 ∗(푇 ∗푀))⊗푘⊗(퐿,퐿)→ 푇 ∗푀 and the norm ‖∙‖ is constructed
by the operator norm on (퐿,퐿) and the Kohn-Nirenberg metric 푔 on 푇 ∗(푇 ∗푀).
If푚 ∈ 푆0(푀,ℝ), we can replace the power 푛 by푚 to define the anisotropic class of order푚, 푆푚(푀,퐿).
The exotic symbols with parameter 휖, denoted 푆푚휖 (푀,퐿) are semiclassical symbols 휎ℎ,휖 depending on
an additional parameter 0 < ℎ < 휖 ≤ 휖0 that satisfy‖∇푘휎ℎ,휖(푥, 휉)‖ ≤ 퐶푘(휖∕ℎ)푘∕2⟨휉⟩푚.
Note that we will usually drop the parameters ℎ, 휖 in order to simplify the notation and write 휎 instead
of 휎ℎ,휖. It will become clear from the context, whether we work with semiclassical or exotic symbols.Consider two symbols 휎, 휍 ∈ 푆(푀,퐿). We say that 휎 is scalar if it takes the form 휎′ퟙ with 휎′ ∈
푆(푀,ℝ). In this case, we define the Poisson bracket:
{휎, 휍} ∶= ∇퐻휎′휍
where퐻휎′ is the Hamiltonian vector field of 휎′ ∈ 푆(푀,퐿) ⊂ 퐶∞(푇 ∗푀).
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Proposition A.4. Under the assumptions of the definition, the set of symbols 푆 = ∪푛푆푛(푀,퐿) — and
also 푆휖 = ∪푛푆푛휖 (푀,퐿)— satisfies all the usual properties. It is stable by product, sum, division of non-
singular symbols, and graded by the order in the usual sense. It is also stable under the Poisson bracket
provided one of the symbols is scalar.
It is important to notice that the set of symbols 푆(푁,ℝ), where 푁 is an admissible cusp manifold is
exactly the same class of symbols as was described in the paper [Bon16].
To close this section, we consider the radial compactification of the cotangent space.
Definition-Proposition A.5. Let 푇 ∗푀 be the radial compactification of the cotangent space. It has a
structure of continuous manifold, but not of 퐶∞ manifold a priori. We consider the map
햼허헆헉 ∶ (푥, 휉)→
(
푥,
휉
1 + ⟨휉⟩
)
= (푥, 휉′).
This is a homeomorphism of 푇 ∗푀 to 퐵(0, 1) in 푇 ∗푀 and it endows 푇 ∗푀 with a the structure of a smooth
manifold with boundary. Note that under this identification ⟨휉⟩−1 is a boundary defining function. Let
푔′ = 햼허헆헉∗ 푔 — it is a metric on the open ball 퐵(0, 1). Then close to |휉′| = 1,
푔′ = 1
1 − |휉′|푥 (휉′푑휉′)2 + 푔′,
where 푔′ is a smooth symmetric 2-form, and 푔′ ≥ 퐶푔. In particular, if we let 푔̃ = 햼허헆헉∗ 푔 and define 풞 푘
norms on 푇 ∗푀 using 푔̃, we find that by restriction
푆0푐푙(푀) ∶= 풞
∞(푇 ∗푀) ⊂ 푆0(푀).
The index “푐푙” stands for classical symbols. Similarly, for푚 ∈ 푆0푐푙(푀), we define푆푚푐푙 ∶= ⟨휉⟩푚풞∞(푇 ∗푀).
A.1.1. Symbols on cusps. Symbols on cusps have a particular structure that is central to all the arguments
of the article. Consider a cusp 푍 and a symbol 휎 ∈ 푆푛(푍). For the extension to trivial fibred cusps,
nothing different happens, so we concentrate on this case. The symbol estimates take the form|||(푦휕푦)훼(푦휕휃)훽(푦−1휕휉)훼′(푦−1휕퐽 )훽′휎||| ≤ 퐶(1 + 푦2(푌 2 + 퐽 2))푛−훼′−|훽′|.
We change variables to 푟 = log 푦, 푦푌 = 휆. We get that|||(휕푟)훼(푒푟휕휃)훽(휕휆)훼′(푒−푟휕퐽 )훽′휎||| ≤ 퐶(1 + 휆2 + 푒2푟퐽 2)푛−훼′−|훽′|.
Now, a case of special importance will be symbols that do not depend on 휃. When that is the case, we
deduce from the estimate above that
(A.1) 휎 = 휎̃(푟; 휆, 푒푟퐽 )
where 휎̃ is a symbol on ℝ푟 ×ℝ2휉 in the usual sense that|||휕훼푟 휕훽휉 휎̃||| ≤ 퐶⟨휉⟩푛−|훽|.
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A.2. Quantization on fibred cusps. We will use a quantization procedure similar to that presented in
[Bon16]. For most of the technical details, we refer to that article; We will only clarify a few points.
Definition A.6. Let us consider a cusp푍 = [푎,+∞)×ℝ푑∕Λ and a product푍 × 향 with (향, 푔향) a compact
connected Riemannian manifold. The product (푍 × 향, 푔푍 + 푔향) is a trivial fibred cusp.
Wewant to obtain operators on푍×향. The Schwartz kernels will be understood as taken with reference
to the Euclidean volume form on the cusp, 푑푦푑휃푑 vol향(휁 ).
First off, given an open set 푈 ⊂ ℝ푘, and a symbol 휎 on 푇 ∗(푍 × 푈 ), we define an operator Op푤,0ℎ,푍×푈 (휎)
on ℍ푑+1(푦,휃) × 푈휁 by the kernel
(A.2) 1
(2휋ℎ)푑+1+푘 ∫ 푒
푖
ℎΦ휎
(
푦 + 푦′
2
, 휃 + 휃
′
2
,
휁 + 휁 ′
2
, 푌 , 퐽 , 휂
)
푑휉
(
푦
푦′
)(푑+1)∕2
,
where Φ is the usual phase function ⟨푦 − 푦′, 푌 ⟩ + ⟨휃 − 휃′, 퐽⟩ + ⟨휁 − 휁 ′, 휂⟩. Here, we have identified the
symbol 휎 with the corresponding Λ푍-periodic function on 푇 ∗(ℍ푑+1 ×푈 ). The operator we obtain is welldefined on Λ푍-periodic functions, preserves them, and so we obtain an operator acting on 푍 × 푈 — aswas explained on page 319 of [Bon16].
Actually, there is the slight inconvenience that we do not know exactly how the kernel of the quantization
Op푤,0ℎ,푍×푈 decays far from the diagonal. To avoid this discussion altogether, we take a function 휒Op ∈
퐶∞푐 (] − 퐶,퐶[) equal to 1 around 0, and we let Op푤ℎ,푍×푈 (휎) be the operator on 푍 × 푈 whose kernel is
(A.3) 퐾Op푤,0ℎ,푍×푈 (휎)휒Op
(
log 푦
푦′
)
.
Taking local charts on 향, we can thus build a quantization Op푤ℎ,푍×향.
Definition A.7. Let (푀,푔′) be a complete connected Riemannian manifold whose curvature tensor and
its derivatives are bounded. Assume that it can be decomposed as the union of a compact manifold푀0,
and several ends푀1,… ,푀휅 that are trivial fibred cusps. Then we say that푀 is an admissible manifold.
Definition A.8. Let (푀,푔′) be an admissible manifold. Let 퐿 → 푀 be a vector bundle with hermitian
metric ‖ ⋅ ‖퐿 and compatible connection ∇ whose curvature and derivatives are also bounded. We say
that 퐿 is a general admissible bundle if over each cusp 푍퓁 × 향, for 푦 > 퐚, 퐿 has a product structure
퐿|푍퓁 ≃ 푍퓁 × 햫퓁, where 햫 is a hermitian bundle over 향.
Example A.9. Let (푁, 푔) be an admissible cusp manifold, and let퐿→푀 = 푆푀 → 푁 be an admissible
bundle. Then 퐿→푀 is a general admissible bundle.
Definition A.10. Let 퐿 be a general admissible bundle. Given a vector field 푉 on the cusp 푍퓁, we can
define its action on sections 퐶∞(푀,퐿) in the following way: First of all from the trivialization 푀|푍 ≅
푍 × 향 we can lift 푉 to 퐶∞(푀,푇푀), then we can use the connection and build ∇푉 acting on 퐶∞(푀,퐿).
by abuse of notation we will often write 푉 instead of ∇푉 .
Let us now explain how construct a suitable quantization for a general admissible bundle 퐿. Given
a relatively compact open set 푈 ⊂ 푀 , we can take a coordinate patch to ℝ푑+1 × ℝ푘, that maps the
volume form to the standard volume form of ℝ푑+1+푘. Such a chart will be called a compact chart and we
will use the ordinary Weyl quantization on these compact charts (see e.g. [Zwo12, §4.1.1 and Theorem
14.1]). Now, we have another type of charts: they are supported on open sets of the form 푈푍햺 × 햴 with
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푈푍햺 = {푧 ∈ 푍 | 푦(푧) > 햺} and 햴 ⊂ 향 with 햺 ≥ 퐚. They can be mapped to open sets of the form 푈푍푎 × 푈with 푈 relatively compact in ℝ푘. We will also impose that the volume form on the fibres 향 is sent to the
standard volume of ℝ푘, which is possible because the metric takes a product form. Such a chart will be
called a cusp chart.
On any such open chart we can define a quantization for sections of 퐿 by tensorizing a quantization on
functions with a local orthogonal frame for 퐿. This can be done over cusp charts because of the product
structure of 퐿.
In particular, we can choose 햺 ≥ 퐚, and find a corresponding finite cover 푈퓁 of푀 by compact chartsor cusp charts and a corresponding partition of unity ∑휒2퓁 = 1. Then we define for 휎 ∈ 푆(푀,퐿) itsquantization Op푤ℎ,퐿(휎) ∶ 퐶∞푐 (푀,퐿)→ 퐶∞(푀,퐿) by
(A.4) Op푤ℎ,퐿(휎)푓 ∶=
∑
퓁
휒퓁 Op
푤
ℎ,푈퓁 ,퐿
(휎)휒퓁푓.
The notation will soon be shortened to just Op, and we obtain:
Proposition A.11. Let 퐿 be an admissible bundle and consider 휎 ∈ 푆푛(푀,퐿), 휍 ∈ 푆푘(푀,퐿) (or more
generally 푆푛휖 (푀,퐿), 푆
푘
휖 (푀,퐿)). We have several properties, valid in the limit ℎ, 휖 → 0:
(1) There exists a third symbol휛 ∈ 푆푛+푘(푀,퐿) such that
Op(휎) Op(휍) = Op(휛) + 푅,
where the remainder 푅 is smoothing, uniformly properly supported, and (ℎ∞). We have 휛 =
휎휍 + (ℎ푆푛+푘−1).
(2) Assume that 휎 is scalar. Then we have the commutator formula:
[Op(휎),Op(휍)] = ℎ
푖
Op({휎, 휍}) + (ℎ2푆푛+푘−2).
The remainder worsens to (휖2) in the case of exotic symbols.
(3) If 휎 is hermitian valued, Op(휎) is symmetric.
(4) Op(휎) has ‖⟨휉⟩−푛휎‖∞ + (ℎ) norm from퐻 푠(푀,퐿) to퐻 푠−푛(푀,퐿) (replacing ℎ by 휖 for 푆0휖 ).
(5) If 휎 ∈ 푆푛(푀,퐿) is elliptic, i.e. if 휎−1 ∈ 푆−푛(푀,퐿), then Op(휎) ∶ 퐻 푠(푀,퐿) → 퐻 푠−푛(푀,퐿) is
invertible for ℎ small enough.
(6) Assume that 휕휃휎 = 0 for 푦 ≥ 햺. Consider 푓 supported in some fibred cusp end푀퓁 = 푍퓁 × 향 and
of the form 푒푖푘휃푔(푦, 휁) where 푘 ∈ Λ′퓁 and 푔 supported in {푦 > 퐶햺}. Taking 퐶 > 1 large enough
depending only on the partition of unity appearing in (A.4), Op(휎)푓 has the same form except
that it is now supported in {푦 > 햺}. In particular, Op(휎) preserves Fourier modes exactly.
The stabilization of Fourier modes is a nice feature from which we profit because we have assumed that
the curvature is constant −1 in the cusps. In a more general case of curvature tending to −1, one would
have to look for more subtle estimates.
Remark A.12. The remainder 푅 in the product formula can actually be written as a Op′(푟), with 푟 a(ℎ∞푆−∞) symbol, if Op′ is another quantization built in the same fashion, but where the cutoff away
from the diagonal has been changed to another one with sufficiently larger support.
Proof. Proofs can be found of these facts in the case of compact manifolds in Zworski’s book [Zwo12].
From there, it suffices to prove a number of local estimates on the cusps, which were already proven in
[Bon16]. In particular, we are referring to proposition 1.19 to 1.22 therein. The only two statements that
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need more explanation are the sharp 퐿2 bound (4) and the statement on the Fourier modes in the cusps
(6).
Let us say a word on the last property. Inspecting the formula (A.2), we observe that in the 휃 variable,
the kernel is just a Fourier transform of 휎 in the 퐽 variable. Such an operator commutes with 휕휃 andthus preserves Fourier modes. To be able to use this formula, we just need that the support of 푓 does not
intersect the support of the 휒퓁 Op푤ℎ,푈퓁 휒퓁 corresponding to compact charts, hence the condition that 푔 issupported in {푦 ≥ 퐶햺}.
For the sharp 퐿2-bounds we first need a lemma.
Lemma A.13. Let 휎 ∈ 푆0휖 (푀,퐿) be valued in hermitian positive semi-definite matrices. Let 휖′ ≥ 휖 be
another small parameter. Then
√
휎 + 휖∕휖′ ∈ 푆0휖′ . More precisely,
(A.5) √휎 + 휖∕휖′#√휎 + 휖∕휖′ = 휎 + 휖∕휖′ + (휖푆−1휖′ ).
(the crux here is that it is an 휖 in the remainder, and not an 휖′).
Proof. First, we pick a local trivialization of 퐿. Then, we observe that for each 푧 ∈ 푇 ∗푀 , and 푢 ∈
푇 (푇 ∗푀), |푢| ≤ 1, in a local exponential chart for the metric 푔 (as hermitian matrices),
0 ≤ 휎(푧 + 푢) ≤ 휎(푧) + ⟨∇푧휎, 푢⟩ + 퐶‖∇2휎‖퐿∞푢2.
As a consequence, combining this inequality for 푢 and −푢, we obtain|⟨∇푧휎, 푢⟩| ≤ 휎(푧) + 퐶‖∇2휎‖퐿∞푢2.
If we set 푢 = 휆∇푧휎 and study the minimum while 휆 varies under the constraint |푢| ≤ 1 we can dis-tinguish between two possibilities: either 휎(푧) ≥ 퐶‖∇2휎‖퐿∞ , or 휎(푧) ≤ 퐶‖∇2휎‖퐿∞ , and |∇푧휎| ≤
2
√
퐶휎(푧)‖∇2휎‖퐿∞ ≤ 퐶(휖∕ℎ)1∕2√휎(푧).Next, we observe that if ‖∇2휎‖퐿∞ = 0, we deduce ‖∇휎‖ is constant. In particular, it has to vanish since
휎 is non-negative, and we conclude that 휎 is constant, and the lemma is proved. Otherwise, ‖∇2휎‖퐿∞ > 0.In that case, in the regionwhere 휎(푧) ≥ 퐶‖∇2휎‖, we can take the square root and it satisfies local estimates
in 푆0휖 . In particular, we can now concentrate on the region where 휎 ≤ 퐶‖∇2휎‖ and in this case we have
shown that |∇푧휎| ≤ 퐶(휖∕ℎ)1∕2√휎(푧) which we will crucially use in the sequel:Recall that 푔 has its curvature tensor bounded as well as all its covariant derivatives. In particular, we
can estimate the 퐶푘 norm by taking flat 퐶푘 norms in exponential charts in the usual way. Thus, we can
apply the Faà-di-Bruno formula to see that
[(휎 + 휖
휖′
)1∕2](푘) =
푘−1∑
퓁=0
∑
푚0+⋯+푚퓁=푘
퐶푚(휎 +
휖
휖′
)−1휎(푚0)(휎 + 휖
휖′
)−1…(휎 + 휖
휖′
)−1휎(푚퓁−1)(휎 + 휖
휖′
)−1∕2휎(푚퓁).
in the equation above, each 푚푖 has to be at least 1. For each 퓁, we let 퓁0 be the minimum number of 푚푖equal to 1. Then we get that
[(휎 + 휖∕휖′)1∕2](푘) ≤ 퐶(휖∕ℎ)푘∕2 푘−1∑
퓁=0
‖(휎 + 휖∕휖′)−1∕2‖2퓁+1−퓁0 ≤ 퐶(휖∕ℎ)푘∕2 푘−1∑
퓁=0
(휖′∕휖)퓁+1∕2−퓁0∕2.
Since푚0+⋯+푚퓁 = 푘, assuming that there are 퓁0 indices 푖 such that푚푖 = 1, we get that 퓁0+2(퓁+1−퓁0) ≤
푘, and 2퓁 + 1 − 퓁0 ≤ 푘 − 1. In particular,
[(휎 + 휖∕휖′)1∕2](푘) ≤ 퐶(휖′∕ℎ)(푘−1)∕2(휖∕ℎ)1∕2.
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This equation has two implications: First of all as 휖 < 휖′ we conclude that √휎 + 휖∕휖′ ∈ 푆휖′ . But asthe bounds on the derivatives are acutally slightly better (because of the appearance of 휖 instead of 휖′ we
actually get the better remainder in (A.5).  
Let us come back to the 퐿2 regularity statement. In [Bon16], one can find a proof that when 휍 ∈
푆−1휖 , Op(휍) is bounded on 퐿2(푀,퐿), with norm (휖−훿) for all 훿 ≥ 0. We consider thus the symbol
(‖휎‖2퐿∞ − 휎∗휎 + 휖∕휖′)1∕2. According to our lemma, this is a symbol in 푆0휖′ , and we have
Op((‖휎‖2퐿∞ − 휎∗휎 + 휖∕휖′)1∕2)2 = Op(‖휎‖2퐿∞ − 휎∗휎 + 휖∕휖′) + (휖Ψ−1휖′ ).
Since hermitian symbols yield symmetric operators, we deduce that the operator in the LHS is symmetric
non-negative, so that
Op(휎)∗Op(휎) = Op(휎∗휎) + (휖Ψ−1휖 ) ≤ ‖휎‖2퐿∞ + 휖휖′ + 퐿2(휖(휖′)−훿 + 휖1−훿),
and thus ‖Op(휎)‖ ≤ ‖휎‖퐿∞ + (휖1−훿).
To conclude the proof, observe that we can apply this last inequality to symbols in 푆−1휖 , to find that thecorresponding operators are bounded. As a consequence, we can do the computation again, this time
bounding Op(휎)∗Op(휎) − Op(휎∗휎) by (휖) in 퐿2.  
Following Lemma 1.8 in [Bon16], we can prove that our operators actually act as pseudo-differential
operators, and that our quantization is a quantization in the usual sense:
Definition-Proposition A.14. Take 푚 ∈ 푆0휖 (푀,ℝ) scalar. We let Ψ푚(푀,퐿) be the algebra of operators
generated by operators of the form Op(휎) with 휎 ∈ 푆푚(푀,퐿).
OnΨ푚, we have a principal symbol map 휎0푚 which is defined independently of the choice of quantization
Op as a map 휎0푚 ∶ Ψ
푚 → 푆푚∕ℎ푆푚−1, with 휎0(Op(휎)) = [휎].
Once we have fixed a a quantization, we obtain by iterations a full symbol map 휎 ∶ Ψ푚 → 푆푚∕ℎ∞푆−∞.
We will need a sharp Gårding lemma:
Lemma A.15 (Sharp Gårding). Let 휎 ∈ 푆1(푀,퐿). Assume that Re(휎) ≥ 0. Then
Re(⟨Op(휎)푢, 푢⟩) ≥ −퐶ℎ‖푢‖2퐿2
First, we prove the easier lemma
Lemma A.16. If instead of 휎 ∈ 푆1(푀,퐿), we have the stronger condition that 휎 ∈ 푆0(푀,퐿), then the
result holds.
Proof. We can always assume that 휎 is hermitian positive semidefinite, up to keeping its real part. Then,
we have seen that√휎 + ℎ∕휖 is a symbol, and that
Op
(√
휎 + ℎ∕휖
)2
= Op(휎 + ℎ∕휖) + (ℎΨ−1휖 ).
Since the LHS here is a positive operator, and thanks to the bound on the 퐿2 norm of operators, we obtain
the conclusion.  
Now, we can prove the general result, following the arguments in [Zwo12, Theorem 9.11]
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Sharp Gårding. Recall that the Littlewood Payley decompostion provides us with 휒0 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (ℝ), 휒 ∈
퐶∞푐 (ℝ ⧵ {0}) such that 1 =
∑∞
푗=0 휒푗 , with 휒푗(⋅) = 휒(2−푗⋅) for 푗 ≥ 1. If 휎 ∈ 푆1(푀,퐿), then we can
decompose 휎(푥, 휉) = ∑∞푗=0 2푗휎푗(푥, 2−푗휉) where 휎푗(푥, 휉) = 2−푗휒푗(2푗|휉|)휎(푥, 2푗휉). Now obviously by the
compact cutoffs 휎푗 ∈ 푆0. However, one has also that the 푆0-seminorms of 휎푗 obey the estimates‖∇푘휎푗‖퐿∞ ≤ 퐶‖⟨휉⟩−1∇푘휎‖퐿∞ ≤ 퐶푘
uniformly in 푗. Consequently, using Lemma A.16 we deduce
(A.6) ⟨Opℎ(휎푗(푥, 2−푗휉))푢, 푢⟩퐿2 = ⟨Op2−푗ℎ(휎푗)푢, 푢⟩퐿2 ≥ −퐶2−푗ℎ‖푢‖2퐿2
with 퐶 uniform in 푗.
To apply this estimate we write
We chose another pair of cutoffs 휓0 ∈ ℂ∞푐 (ℝ), equal to one on the support of 휒0 and 휓 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (ℝ ⧵ {0})equal to one on the support of 휒 . We once more define 휓푗(⋅) ∶= 휓(2−푗⋅) for 푗 ≥ 1 and if we consider
휓푗(|휉|) this becomes a symbol which we can use as a microlocal cutoff
⟨Opℎ(휎)푢, 푢⟩ =∑
푗≥0
2푗
(⟨Opℎ(휎푗(푥, 2−푗휉)) Opℎ(휓푗)푢,Opℎ(휓푗)푢⟩
+ ⟨Opℎ(휎푗(푥, 2−푗휉)) Opℎ(1 − 휓푗)푢,Opℎ(휓푗)푢⟩ + ⟨Opℎ(휎푗(푥, 2−푗휉)) Opℎ(휓푗)푢,Opℎ(1 − 휓푗)푢⟩)
In each term of the sum, the second and third element are ((2−푗ℎ)∞))‖푢‖퐿2 with constants uniform in 푗.For the first element of the sum, we can apply (A.6) and we find that⟨Opℎ(휎)푢, 푢⟩퐿2 ≥ −퐶ℎ∑
푗≥0
‖Opℎ(휓푗)푢‖2퐿2 ,
Finally, we observe that ∑
푗
‖Opℎ(휓푗)푢‖2 = ⟨∑
푗
Opℎ(휓푗)2푢, 푢⟩.
Since Opℎ(휓푗(|휉|)) = Op2−푗ℎ(휓(|휉|)) we deduce that
Opℎ(휓푗(|휉|))2 = Opℎ(휓푗(|휉|)2) + 퐿2→퐿2(ℎ2−푗),
thus summing everything up, and noting that∑휓푗 ∈ 푆0 we obtain that∑푗 Opℎ(휓푗)2 is 퐿2 bounded. Thisfinishes the proof.  
A.3. Semiclassical ellipticity and wavefront sets. Let us recall the notions of wavefront set and ellip-
ticity:
Definition A.17. Let 퐴 ∈ Ψ푚(푀,퐿). We say that (푥, 휉) ∈ 푇 ∗푀 is not in the wavefront set WFℎ(퐴)
of 퐴 if and only if ‖휎(퐴)(푥′, 휉′)‖ = (ℎ∞⟨휉′⟩−∞) in an open neighbourhood of (푥, 휉). We say that 퐴 is
microsupported in a set 푆 ⊂ 푇 ∗푀 iffWFℎ(퐴) ⊂ 푆.
For an order 푚 pseudor 퐴 ∈ Ψ푚(푀,퐿), we also define the 훿-elliptic set for some 훿 > 0:
ell훿(퐴) = {(푥, 휉) | ‖⟨휉⟩푚휎(퐴)−1‖ < 훿−1},
and we define the set of elliptic points by ell(퐴) = ∪훿>0 ell훿(퐴).
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A family of distributions 푢ℎ ∈ ′(푀,퐿) parametrized by 0 < ℎ ≤ ℎ0 is called ℎ-tempered if there is
푁 ∈ ℕ such that ‖푢ℎ‖퐻−푁 = (ℎ−푁 ). For any ℎ-tempered family of distributions 푢ℎ we say that (푥, 휉) isnot inWFℎ(푢) if and only if there is a 퐴 ∈ Ψ0(푀,퐿), 훿 > 0 such that (푥, 휉) ∈ ell훿(퐴) and
퐴푢 = 퐻∞(ℎ∞).
We letWF(푢) = WFℎ(푢) ∩ 휕푇 ∗푀 . As usual, we callWF the classical wavefront set, andWFℎ the semi-classical wavefront set. The first measures the regularity in terms of 퐶푘 spaces, while the second addi-
tionally measures a finer regularity as ℎ→ 0.
Finally, we also have a concept of wavefront set for operators. Given an operator 퐾 with kernel
퐾(푥, 푥′), we let
WF′ℎ퐾 ∶=
{
(푥, 휉; 푥′,−휉′) | (푥, 휉; 푥′, 휉′) ∈ WFℎ(퐾(⋅, ⋅))} ⊂ 푇 ∗(푀 ×푀).
When 퐴 ∈ Ψ(푀,퐿), WF′(ℎ)(퐴) is the image of WF(ℎ)(퐴) under the diagonal embedding 푇 ∗푀 →
푇 ∗(푀 ×푀).
Lemma A.18. Let 퐾 be an operator on sections of 퐿 → 푀 . Then (푥, 휉; 푥′, 휉′) ∈ 푇 ∗(푀 ×푀) is not in
WF′ℎ(퐾) if and only if there are pseudors 퐴 and 퐵, 1-elliptic respectively at (푥, 휉) and (푥
′, 휉′) so that
퐴퐾퐵 = 퐻−∞→퐻∞(ℎ∞).
Proof. See e.g. [DZ16, Lemma 2.3].  
Proposition A.19 (Elliptic regularity). Take 푃 ∈ Ψ푘(푀,퐿), 퐴 ∈ Ψ0(푀,퐿) and 푢 a tempered family of
distributions. Then
(1) Let 훿 > 0, 푟 ∈ ℝ andWFℎ(퐴) ⊂ ell훿(푃 ), then there is a constant 퐶 such that‖퐴푢‖퐻푟 ≤ 퐶훿‖푃푢‖퐻푟−푘 + (ℎ∞).
(2) As a consequence,
WFℎ(푢) ∩ ell(푃 ) ⊂WFℎ(푃푢)
Proof. The first point follows from a parametrix construction for 푃 around WFℎ(퐴): We can find anoperator 푄 such WF′ℎ(퐴) ⊂ WF′ℎ(푄) and 퐴푄푃 = 퐴 + (ℎ∞). The difficulty comes from the manifoldnot being compact, and the fact that we are acting on fiber bundles. We have introduced this notion of
훿-elliptic set precisely to circumvent the problem of non-compacity. As to the fact that the symbols of
퐴 and 푃 may not be diagonal, recall that we will locally construct 푄 as Op(휎(푃 )−1) + (ℎ). Then the
product expansion shows that the symbol of푄푃 in the wavefront of 퐴 is ퟙ+(ℎ). As a consequence, we
can use Neumann series and find a good parametrix 푄 as in the scalar case.
The second point of the proposition is a direct consequence of point 1.  
A.4. Propagation of singularities and other estimates. Throughout the paper, to obtain results on the
wavefront sets of several operators, we have used lemmas that were almost identical to some lemmas in
[DZ16]. As was already explained after the proof of Proposition 2.11, by inserting compactly supported
cutoffs carefully, one could use the compact version presented in [DZ16]. However, we give versions
that are uniform in the cusp because it simplifies the presentation of the argument in the main part of the
article. It is also the occasion to show that the lack of compacity with trivial fibred cusps does not pose a
problem.
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For the most part, the proofs given in the appendix of [DZ16] are also valid in our case. As a conse-
quence, this is a cursory review of some special technicalities, destined to the reader already acquainted
with the detail of the arguments in [DZ16].
Remark A.20. The only difference in our setting from the usual quantization on compact manifolds is that
we do not have the conclusion of Beal’s theorem, i.e, we cannot incorporate smoothing(ℎ∞) remainders
in the symbols. However, that is not a problem, because Beal’s theorem is not invoked in [DZ16].
Since we will refer to [DZ16] for details, we explain the correspondance between our lemmas and
theirs. Proposition 2.11 is where the following lemmas will be used. It is the equivalent of the wavefront
set part of proposition 3.4 in [DZ16]. Its proof employs Lemma A.18 and Propositions A.19, A.21 and
A.23. Lemma A.18 is equivalent to their lemma 2.3; Proposition A.19 is similar to their proposition 2.4,
and Proposition A.23 to their proposition 2.6. Now, we turn to the most involved one, the Propagation of
Singularity Lemma A.21, equivalent to their Lemma 2.5.
Lemma A.21 (Propagation of singularities). Let 퐗 ∈ Ψ1(푀,퐿) have a scalar principal symbol of the
form
[푖푝 − 푞] ∈ 푆1∕ℎ푆0,
with 푝, 푞 real, and 푞 ≥ 0. Also assume that 푝 ∈ 푆1푐푙(푀). Take a tempered family 푢ℎ, and 훿 > 0.
(1) Consider퐴,퐵,퐵1 ∈ Ψ0(푀,퐿), such that퐵,퐵1 훿-control퐴 in time 푇0. That is, whenever (푥, 휉) ∈
WFℎ(퐴), there exists 0 < 푇 < 푇0 such that 푒푇퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∈ ell훿(퐵) and 푒푡퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∈ ell훿(퐵1) for all
푡 ∈ [0, 푇 ]. Then for each weight 푚 ∈ 푆0(푀,ℝ),
‖퐴푢‖퐻푚(푀,퐿) ≤ 퐶훿‖퐵푢‖퐻푚 + 퐶훿ℎ ‖퐵1퐗푢‖퐻푚 + (ℎ∞).
(2) As a consequence, if (푥, 휉) ∉ WF(푢) and 푒−푡퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∉ WF(퐗푢) for 푡 ∈ [0, 푇 ], 푒−푇퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∉
WF(푢).
The constants are (1)푒(푇0), but we will not need this fact. One can mimick the proof in [DZ16] step
by step. Be mindful that Re퐏 has to be replaced by −Im퐗, and Im퐏 by Re퐗.
Proof. In the whole proof, when working on subsets of 푇 ∗푀 , we will be working with the notion of
distance obtained on 푇 ∗푀 obtained by pulling back the distance on 퐵(0, 1) ⊂ 푇 ∗푀 by the map 햼허헆헉
defined in proposition A.5. Since 푝 ∈ 푆1푐푙, 푒푡퐻푝 is a smooth flow for this structure. Additionally, we can
always assume that the symbols of 퐴, 퐵 and 퐵1 are in 푆0푐푙, i.e smooth up to the boundary of 푇 ∗푀 .To start with, applying a partition of unity argument, we can assume that 퐴 is microsupported in a ball
with small radius 휖0 > 0. Then we can also assume that 퐵 is microsupported in a 3휖0-neighbourhood ofthe image 푒푇퐻푝(WFℎ(퐴)) for some 푇 ∈ [0, 푇0], and 퐵1 is microsupported in a 3휖0-neighbourhood of theunion ∪푡∈[0,푇 ]푒푡퐻푝(WFℎ(퐴)).Since the proof in [DZ16] is based on local considerations along the trajectories of the flow in bounded
time, and we are not seeking to determine the behaviour of the constants when the time 푇0 goes to infinity,we already observe that the estimate holds if 퐴 is supposed to be microsupported in a fixed compact set
of푀 , with constants that depend on the compact set. As a consequence, we can restrict our attention to
the case when 퐴, 퐵, 퐵1 are supported in a fibred cusp end푀퓁, above a set of the form {푦 > 푦0} with 푦0arbitrary large, and satisfy symbol estimates with constants not depending on 푦0.
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From the structure of symbols estimates in the cusps — see equation (A.1) — we deduce that we can
find operators 퐵̃, 퐵̃1 such that
WFℎ(퐵̃) ⊂ ell훿∕2(퐵), 푒푇퐻푝(WFℎ(퐴)) ⊂ ell훿∕2(퐵̃) and [휕휃, 퐵̃] = 0.
and similarly for 퐵̃1 and 퐵1. The idea is that the symbols of 퐵 and 퐵1 are almost invariant under rotationsin the 휃 variable high in the cusp, so that we can forget that variable altogether. Indeed, then we replace
퐴 by 퐴̃ such that |퐴| ≤ 퐴̃, and 퐴̃ also is invariant under rotations, and its wavefront set takes the form
WFℎ(퐴̃) = {(푦′, 휃, 휁 ′) | (푦′, 휃0, 휁 ′) ∈ 퐵((푦, 휃0, 휁); 2휖0), 휃 ∈ ℝ푑∕Λ푍}.
(휁 designs a generic point in the generic fiber햬 of푀 → 푁).
Let us do some more reduction. The vector field퐻푝 acts in a uniform 퐶∞ fashion on 푇 ∗푀 , and as such|∇퐻푝|퐿∞ <∞. Additionally, by symbol estimates, we know that 휕휃푝 = (푦−∞). As a consequence, for 푦
large enough, an escape function for 푝 = ∫ 푝푑휃 is also an escape function for 푝. In other words, we can
assume that 푝 does not depend on 휃. Then퐻푝 commutes with 휕휃.
Consider that in the cusp, we have an additional fiber structure. Indeed, write푀퓁 = (ℝ푑∕Λ퓁)휃×ℝ푟×향휁 .Then we can see 푇 ∗푀퓁 as a fiber bundle,
햯헋허헃 ∶ 푇 ∗푀퓁 =
[
(ℝ푑∕Λ퓁)휃 ×ℝ푑
]
× 푇 ∗
[
ℝ푟 × 향휁
]
→ 햬0 ∶= ℝ푑 × 푇 ∗ (ℝ × 향)
by forgetting the 휃 variable. Seeing 햬0 as a vector bundle over ℝ × 향, we can also extend 햯헋허헃 as a map
푇 ∗푀퓁 → 햬0. Since 퐻푝 commutes with 휕휃, it projects to a vector field 퐻0푝 on the base 햬0. Then, for
훿′ > 0, let
푈훿′ ∶= {(푥, 휉) ∈ 푇 ∗푀퓁 | |퐻0푝 (푥, 휉)| < 훿′푒−퐶푇0},
with 퐶∕|∇퐻푝|퐿∞ > 1. These are 휃 invariant sets.
Provided 퐶 was chosen large enough, when (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈훿′ , 푒푡퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∈ 푈푒퐶푇0훿′ for 푡 ∈ [0, 푇0], so that
푑(햯헋허헃(푥, 휉), 햯헋허헃(푒푡퐻푝(푥, 휉))) = (훿′).
Since the symbol estimates on the symbol of 퐵 are uniform over the whole manifold, we deduce that
when 푒푇퐻푝(푥, 휉) ∈ ell훿(퐵) for some 푇 ∈ [0, 푇0] and (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈훿′ , then (푥, 휉) ∈ ell훿∕2(퐵), provided 훿′ issmall enough — and smaller and smaller as the symbol of 퐵 is allowed to become more singular. In such
a case, we can apply directly the elliptic estimate (proposition A.19) to conclude.
Now, we can concentrate on the case whenWFℎ(퐴) ∩ 푈훿′ = ∅. But the injectivity radius of ℝ × 향 ispositive, and the vector field 퐻0푝 is 풞∞. As a consequence, on the complement of 푈훿′ , we can apply aformal form for non-vanishing vector fields to obtain tubular coordinates.
We can build a local section of the flow 푧 → (푥(푧), 휉(푧)) from a small open set 푈푡푢푏푒 ⊂ ℝ퓁 around 0 to
햬0 with (푥(0), 휉(0)) = (푥, 휉), and a local diffeomorphism:
햢허허헋햽 ∶ (푧, 휏) ∈ 푈푡푢푏푒×] − 1∕2, 푇0 + 1∕2[
↦ 푒휏퐻
0
푝 (푥′(푧)) ∈ 햯헋허헃(푈 푐
훿′푒−퐶푇0
).
We can choose these coordinates so that they satisfy 풞 푘 estimates that do not depend on the central point
(푥, 휉), and the size of the open set 푈푡푢푏푒 is fixed also indepently of (푥, 휉). If the point (푥, 휉) is close to aperiodic orbit, this map is not injective, but the map is injective on each set of the form {|휏 − 휏0| < 훿′′}for 훿′′ > 0 small enough.
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Consider a function 휒 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (푈푡푢푏푒) equal to 1 around 0, and 휓 ∈ 퐶∞푐 (] − 1∕2, 푇 + 1∕2[) such that
휓(휏) > 1 for 휏 ∈ [0, 푇0], 휓 ≥ 0 everywhere, and 휓 ′(휏) ≥ 퐶휓(휏) for 휏 ∈ [−1∕2, 푇 − 1∕2]. Finally, let
(A.7) 푓 (푥′, 휉′) ∶= ∑
햢허허헋햽(푧,휏)=(푥′,휉′)
휒(푧)휓(휏).
When the trajectory of (푥, 휉) is sufficiently far from periodic trajectories, the sum is reduced to 1 element,
but there may be periodic points. Now, we need to check that 푓 thus defined is satisfies symbol estimates
independently of (푥, 휉). There are two things to verify. First, since the tubular coordinates were con-
structed with uniform 풞 푛 norms each branch in the equation (A.7) satisfies uniform 풞 푛 estimates. Then,
we need to check that there are a finite number of such branches. But from the local injectivity of the
tubular coordinates, the sum has at most 푇 ∕훿′′ non-vanishing terms.
Now that we have an escape function adapted to problem, the rest of the proof in [DZ16] follows
through.  
Before going to the equivalent of Proposition 2.6 in [DZ16], let us recall the definition of radial sinks:
Definition A.22. Let퐿 be a conic subset of 푇 ∗푀 ⧵{0}. Assume that it is invariant underΦ푡. Also assume
that for some 휖 > 0 its 휖-conic neighbourhood 푈휖 is such that if 휅 is the projection on 휕푇 ∗푀 ,
푑(휅(푒푡퐻푝푈 ), 휅(퐿))→ 0 as 푡→ +∞,
and for some constant 퐶0 > 0, |푒푡퐻푝(푥, 휉)| > 퐶푒퐶0푡|휉|푥 whenever (푥, 휉) ∈ 푈 . Then 퐿 is a radial sink.
Note that 퐸∗푢 ⊂ 푇 ∗푀 is a radial sink (cf. Lemma 2.4). Now we can state the high regularity radialsink estimate analogous to [DZ16, Prop 2.6] (note that their terminology of sink and source is reversed
compared to ours, as they propagate in the opposite time direction). We will not introduces sources, since
we will not use them.
Proposition A.23 (Sink estimate). Let 퐗 be as in lemma A.21. Let 퐿 be a radial sink. Then there exists
푘0 > 0 such that for some 휖 > 0,
(1) For all 퐶 ∈ Ψ0, with 휅(퐿) ⊂ 푒푙푙휖(퐶), there exists 퐶1 ∈ Ψ0 also 휖-elliptic around 휅(퐿) such that
whenever 푢 is tempered and 푘 ≥ 푘0,
퐶1푢 ∈ 퐻푘0 ⇒ ‖퐶1푢‖퐻푘 ≤ 퐶ℎ−1‖퐶퐗푢‖퐻푘 + (ℎ∞).
(2) As a consequence, if 퐶푢 ∈ 퐻푘0 andWF(퐗푢) ∩ 휅(퐿) = ∅, thenWF(푢) ∩ 휅(퐿) = ∅.
Proof. Inspecting the proof in [DZ16], the arguments are very similar to those in the proof of lemma
A.21. The only novelty is the introduction of a lemma ‘C.1’ on the construction of escape functions.
These escape functions are simplified versions of the escape function we built in section 2.1, which itself
is adapted from [FS11]. Since we have put in the definition of sinks that the neighbourhood 푈 is actually
a uniform 휖-neighbourhood, the constructions are valid.
 
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